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THIS TRUST DEED is made on the _ day of 2021

BETWEEN:

(1) SOUTIIEAST BAIIK LIMITED, a public limited company incorporated under

the Companies Act 1994 and schedule bank in Bangladesh carrying on its
commercial banking business subject to the license issued by the Bangladesh Bank

under the Bank Companies Act 1991 having its Registered Head Office at Eunoos

Trade Center 52-53, Dilkusha, C/A, Dhaka - 1000, Bangladesh represented by its
Managing Director, (hereinafter referred to as the "Issuer & Settlor" which
expression shall, unless it is repugnant to the context or meaning thereof, its
successors in interest, legal representatives, administators and assigns); and

@ SENA. KALYAI\ INSURANCE COMPAI\IY LIMITED, a non-life insurance

company which was incorporated as a public limited company, under the Companies

Act l9l3 having its registered Head Office at SKS Tower (12tr Floor), 7 VIP Road,

Mohakhali, Dhaka-1206, Bangladesh represented by its Managing Director
(hereinafter referred to as the "Trustee", which expression includes, where the

context admits, all persons for the time being the trustee or trustees of this Trust

Deed).

WHEREAS

(A) The Issuer, with a license from the Bangladesh Bank urder the Bank Companies Act

l99l (Act No. 14 of 1991) to operate as a scheduled bank in Bangladesh, is engaged

in the business of commercial banking under the laws of Bangladesh.

(B) The Issuer has pursuant to the resolutions of the Board of Directors of the Issuer

made in the 6l ls meeting held on October 29,2020 authorised the creation and issue

of BDT 5,000,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of Floating Rate 5tr Non-

Convertible Subordinated Bonds (the "Bonds") to be constituted in relation to this

Trust Deed. The Bangladesh Bank has given its approval to the Issuer for the issue

ofthe Bonds vide its letter no. BRPD(BS)0661/I4B(P)12021-1179 dated0l.l2.202l.

(C) The proceeds of the Bonds shall be utilised by the Issuer in its commercial banking

business and shall be considered as supplementary capital and to meet the

requirements of Tier 2 Capital (as defined in the Conditions).

(D) Issuer has decided that Bonds i.e. BDT 5,000,000,000 will be subscribed by the

Investors through private placement.

(E) For the purpose of private placement of Bonds, the Issuer has entered into an

agreement with the Investors (the
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of Bonds subject to the terms and conditions of the Bond Documents and

Subscription Agreement.

(F) The Issuer has appointed Standard Chartered Bank, Bangladesh having its address at

67, Gulshan Avenue, Gulshan, Dhaka - l2l2 as the Lead Arranger to the Issue vide

the Mandate Letter dated September 06,2020setling out the terms and conditions of
the appoinfrnent as stated therein for the purpose of the private issue of the Bonds

under the Information Memorandum (as defined below) as approved by the

Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission of Bangladesh ('BSEC").

(G) The BSEC has duly consented to the issuing of the Bonds, through a consent letter

under Ref. dated

(H) The Bangladesh Bank has duly approved to the issuing of the Bonds, through a letter

Ref: BRPD(BS)066 I / I 4B(P)12021 -t t7 9 dated 0 I .12.2021 .

(r) The Issuer as Settlor has decided to create a trust for the said Bonds and the

Bondholders shall be beneficiary of the said trust and the said trust shall be known

as SOUTHEAST BAITK LIMITED NON-CONVERTIBLE SUBORDINATED
BOND TRUST.

(D The Issuer has decided to appoint SENA KALYAI\I INSURANCE COMPAI\"Y
LIMITED as Trustee in respect of the Bonds and provide evidence for proper

utilization and repaymenUredemption of the issue. The Trustee shall be entitled to

get fees for their services as provided for herein.

(K) SENA KALYAI\ INSURANCE COMPAIIY LIMITED has at the request of the

Issuer consented to act as Trustee on the terms and conditions appearing hereinafter.

(L) Pursuant to this Trust Deed, the Bondholders authorizes the Trustee to act in the

capacity of Trustee in order to exercise their rights and remedies of the Bondholders

in accordance with this Trust Deed and hereby empowered the Trustee to do such

acts and sign documents as are required to carry out its duties in such capacity and

as detailed in the Bond Documents.

(M) The Trustee has, at the request of the Issuer, consented to act as trustee and the BSEC

has accorded consent to the Trustee to act as trustee of the Bonds in its letter under

Ref. dated . The

Trustee has agreed to act as trustee of this Trust Deed on the following terms and

conditions.
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I

NOW THIS DEED WITIYESSES AND IT IS HEREBY DECLARED as follows:

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

Definitions
In this Trust Deed the following expressions have the following meanings:

"Appointee" means any delegate, agen! nominee or custodian appointed pursuant to
the provisions of this Trust Deed;

"Authorised Signatory" means, the persons authorised by the Board of Directors of
the Issuer and noiified to ttre Trustee pursuant to Clause 11.4.10 (Authorised

Signatories);

t.t

"BSEC" means the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission.

"Bond Documents" means the Bonds (including, without limitation, the Conditions),

the Trust Deed and the Agreement entered into by the Issuer with Cental Depository

Bangladesh Limited (CDBL) to provide facilities for dematerializationof the Bonds

(each a "Bond Document");

"Bondholder or "Beneficial Owner" means a person in whose name a Bond (or, as

the case may be, such Bond) is registered in the record of CDBL or the person for the

time being appearing in the Register of Beneficial Owners as the holder of the Bonds

in the CDBL records from time to time;

"Business Day" has the meaning given to it in the Conditions;

'CI)BL" means the Central Depository Bangladesh Limited registered as a

Depository by the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission under section 4

of The Depositories Act 1999, and regulation 5 of The Depositories Regulations 2000.

"CDBL Bye Laws" means the CDBL Bye Laws issued by Cenftal Depository

Bangladesh Limited in exercise of the powers conferred by section 18 of the

Depositories Act, 1999 thatdefines the acts and responsibilities of the CDBL,

Depository Participants, and Issuers.

"Compliance Certificate" means the compliance certificate substantially in the form

as set out in Schedule 3 (Form of Compliance Certtficate);

"Conditions" means the terms and conditions in the form or substantially in the form

set out in Schedule I (Terms and Conditions of the Bonds) and any reference in this

Trust Deed to a particular numbered Condition shall be construed in relation to the

Bonds accordingly;

"Event of Default" means any one of the circumstances described in Condition l0;

(tuff)
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"Extraordinary Resolution" has the meaning set out in Schedule 2 (Provisions for
Me e tings of B ondho I der s);

"X'ee Letter" means the fee letter under Ref. SEBL/I{O/FCAD|202I797 dated

October 18,2021executed between the Issuer and the Trustee;

"Holder" has the meaning given to it in the Conditions;

"Infomration Memorandum" means the information memorandum dated

December 2021 which is circulated by the Lead Arranger to the prospective

investor on the instructions of the Issuer'

"Issue l)ate" means :

(b)

"Lead Arranger" means, Standard Chartered Bank ("SCB') at 67, Gulshan

Avenue, Gulshan, Dhaka - l2l2

"Liabilities" means any loss, damage, cost, charge, claim, demand, expense,

judgment, action, proceeding or other liability whatsoever (including, without
limitation, in respect of tuces, duties, levies, imposts and other charges) and including

any value added tan or similar tax charged or chargeable in respect thereof and legal

fees and expenses on a full indemnity basis;

"Outstanding" means, in relation to the Bonds, all the Bonds other than:

(a) those which have been redeemed in accordance with this Trust Deed;

those in respect of which the date for redemption in accordance with the

provisions of the Conditions has occurred and for which the redemption

moneys (including all interest accrued thereon to the date for such

redemption) have been duly paid by the Issuer (and, where appropriate, notice

to that effect has been given to the Bondholders in accordance with Condition

15 (Nottces) and remain available for payment in accordance with the

Conditions;

those which have been purchased and surrendered for cancellation as

provided in ConditionT (Paynents) and notice of the cancellation of which

has been given to the Trustee;

provided that for each of the following puq)oses, namely:

(D the right to attend and vote at any meeting of Bondholders;

(ii) the determination of how many and which Bonds are for the time being

outstanding for the purposes of Clauses 18.1, (Legal Proceedings) and 17.1

(Waiver), Conditions 5 (Covenanfs), l0 of Defauk),12 (Meetings of

(c)

4$--)
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1.2

Bondholders, Modificatton, Woiver and Substitution) and 15 (Notices)

Schedule 2 (Provisions for Meetings of Bondholders); and

(iiD any discretion, power or authority, whether contained in this Trust Deed or
provided by law, which the Trustee is required to exercise in or by reference

to the interests of the Bondholders or any of them;

those Bonds (if any) which are for the time being held by any person (including but
not limited to the Issuer or any Subsidiary) for the benefit of the Issuer or any

Subsidiary shall (unless and until ceasing to be so held) be deemed not to remain

outstanding;

"Person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, limited liability company,
joint venfure, association, joint stock company, trust government or any agency or any

other entity;

"Related Party" means, in respect of any person, any affiliate of that person or any

officer, director, employee or agent of that person or any such affiliate;

"Repay" shall include "redeem" and vice versa and "repaid", "repayable",
"repayment", "redeemed"r "redeemable" and "redemption" shall be construed

accordingly;

"Rules" means the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission @ebt
Securities) Rules 2021 issued by the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange

Commission;

"this Trust I)eed" means this Trust Deed and the Schedules (as from time to time

modified in accordance with the provisions contained herein) and (unless the context

requires otherwise) includes any deed or other document executed in accordance with
the provisions hereof (as from time to time modified as aforesaid) and expressed to

be'supplemental hereto;

"Written Resolution" means a resolution in writing signed by or on behalf of not less

than 6621s percent of Bondholders for the time being outstanding, whether contained

in one document or several documents in the same form, each signed by or on behalf

of one or more such holders of the Bonds.

Principles qf interpretation
In this Trust Deed references to:

1.2.1 Statutory modificatton: aprovision of any statute shall be deemed also to refer

to any stafutory modification or re-enactment thereof or any stafutory

instrument, order or regulation made there under or under such modification

or re-enactnent;

&rsc$r'ffipm@6)
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1.2.3

1.2.4

1.2.2

1.2.5

1.2.6

Additional amounts: principal and/or interest in respect of the Bonds shall be

deemed also to include references to any additional amounts which may be

payable under Condition 9 (Taxation);

Tar: costs, charges or expenses shall include any value added tan or similar

tar charged or chargeable in respect thereof;

Enforcement of rights: an action, remedy or method ofjudicial proceedings

for the enforcement of rights of creditors shall include, in respect of any
jurisdiction, references to such action, remedy or method of judicial
proceedings for the enforcement of rights of creditors available or appropriate

in such jurisdictions as shall most nearly approximate thereto;

Clauses and Schedules: a Schedule or a Clause or sub-clause, paragraph or

sub-paragraph is, unless otherwise stated, to a schedule hereto or a clause or

sub-clause, paragraph or sub-paragraph hereof respectively;

Principal: principal shall, when applicable, include premium;

1.2.8

1.2.9

1.2.7 Currency: all references to "BDT" or "Taka" are to the lawful currency of
the People's Republic of Bangladesh ("Bangladesh") at all times;

Principal: principal shall, when applicable, include premium;

Gender: words denoting the masculine gender shall include the feminine

gender also, words denoting individuals shall include companies,

corporations and partnerships and words importing the singular number only

shall include the plural and, in each case, vice versa;

1.2.10 Continutng: a Default is "continuing" if it has not been remedied or waived;

t.2.tl Persons: a person includes a reference to that person's legal personal

representative, successors and permitted assigns and transferees; and

1.2.12 Agreement' an agreement or a document includes any agreement or

document executed in accordance with the provisions thereof and expressed

to be supplemental thereto.

The Conditions
In this Trust Deed, unless the context requires or the same are otherwise defined,

words and expressions defined in the Conditions and not otherwise defined herein

shall have the same meaning in this Trust Deed.

1.3
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1.4 Headings

The headings and sub-headings are for ease of reference only and shall not affect the
construction of this Trust Deed.

The Schedules

The schedules are part of this Trust Deed and shall have effect accordingly.

RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES

Southeast Bank Limited as Issuer & Settlor has agreed to appoint Sena Kalyan
Insurance Company Limited as Trustee for the SOUTHEAST LIMITED 5tr'NON-
CONVERTIBLE SUBORDINATED BOND TRUST and the Trustee shall act as

trustee for the benefit of the Beneficiaries subject to this Trust Deed.

GOYERNING LAW AND ARBITRATION

Law.
This Trust Deed and the Conditions and all non-contractual obligations arising from
or connected with them are govemed by, and shall be construed in accordance with,
the relevant laws of Bangladesh.

Arbitration
Any dispute arising from or in connection with this Trust Deed or the Conditions
(including a dispute relating to non-conhactual obligations arising from or in
connection with this Trust Deed and/or these Conditions, or a dispute regarding the

existence, validity or termination of the Conditions and/or this Trust Deed or the

consequences of their nullity) (the "Dispute") between the Issuer and the Trustee or
between Issuer and the Bondholders or between Trustee and the Bondholders shall be

settled amicably between the parties within 30 days . If the amicable settlement fails

or that 30 days period expires without any settlement than that dispute shall be referred

to by arbifiation in accordance with the provisions of the Arbifration Act 2001. Each

party shall appoint its arbitator and the arbitrators shall appoint chairman of the

arbitral tribunal. Venue of arbitation shall be at Dhaka. Unless otherwise decided by

the arbitral tribunal, each party to an arbitation proceeding shall bear their respective

costs of arbitration.

TRUST

Creation of the Tlust
The Issuer, acting as settlor, hereby declares and confirms that it has simultaneously

with the execution of this Trust Deed settled and kept apart an amount of BDT

100,000.00 (the "Trust Assets") TO HAVE AND HOLD the same together with all

additions or accretions thereto UPON the Trust and confirms ttrat it will transfer said

amount, together with all additions or accretions thereto, and the investments

1.5

2.

3.1

3

4.

3.2

4.1
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4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

representing the same would be applied and govemed by the provisions of this Trust

Deed and the Trustee has consented to act on the provisions set out herein.

Acceptance of the Trust
The Trustee hereby declares and confirms that it shall hold and stand possessed of the

Trust Assets UPON frust and subject to the powers, provisions, agreements and

declarations herein contained.

Beneliciaries
The Trust Assets shall be held for the benefit of the Bondholders from time to time
(the "Beneficiaries") for distribution in accordance with applicable law.

Name of the Trust
The Trust hereby created shall be called the "SOUTHEAST BANK LIMITED 5th

NON-CONVERTIBLE SUBORDINATED BOND TRUST". There shall be a seal of
the Trust under the name and gtVle of "SOUTHEAST BANK LIMITED sflr11911-

CONVERTIBLE SUBORDINATED BOND TRUST. and all acts shall be done

ana m books of account of the Trust shall be maintained, kept and operated under the

foregoing, name. The purpose of the Trust is the protection, preservation and

representation of rights, intere$t and liabilities of the Beneficiaries urder the Bonds

Registereil Address of the Thust

Unless other.unsg decided by the Issuer and the Trustee, the registered address of the

Trust shall be at SKS Tower (12tr Floor), 7 VIP Road Mohakhali, Dhaka-1206.

Trustee may change registered address of thg Trust with the consent of the Issuer and

4.6

4.7

4.7.1

4.7.2

Bng Gen (R6u)
Managirp

Sana Kalyan Company LE,

Date of Commencement of the Trust
The Trust heieby created shall be established from the date of this Trust Deed.

, i : , i:i .: '..'. i .t .

Objects and Undertakings of the Trust
The Trust has been created with the following objects and the Trustee covenants as

.:.
follows:

to hold the benefit of the covenants made by tlie Issuer in this Trust Deed and

the ConditionS on tnrst for the interest of the Bondholders;

to open such accounts as the Trustee deems necessary for discharging the
:functiohs of Tiu3tee;

4.7.3 to keep the money and assets representing the Trust Assets (including
: ' ' enforcemenf proceeds) and to deposit and withdraw such moneys and assets

tl!
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as may be required from time to time and in accordance with the terms of this

Trust Deed;

4.7.4 to undertake all such actions for the recoveries of any outstanding payments

in accordance with the provisions of this Trust Deed and to execute all such

documents, deeds and papers and to do all acts in relation thereto;

4.7.5 to manage and administer the Bonds in accordance with the terms ofthis Trust

Deed and to execute, acknowledge, confirm or endorse any agreements,

documents, deeds, instruments and papers in connection therewith;

4.7.6 to convene any meeting of the Bondholders in accordance with the provisions

of the Trust Deed and the Conditions, and to facilitate the proceedings of such

meeting as it deems appropriate in accordance with the terms of this Trust

Deed;

4.7.7 to implement, give effect to and facilitate the Conditions and such other

documents, deeds and agreements in contemplation thereof or in connection

therewith;

4.7.8 upon receipt of the instructions of such requisite majority of the Bondholders

in accordance with the terms of this Trust Deed, to sell or otherwise dispose

of the Trust Assets and close any bank accounts that may have been opened

in pursuance of this Trust Deed after the distribution of amounts standing to

their credit; and

4.7.9 to do all such other acts, deeds and things as may be necessary and incidental

to the above provisions unless such acts require the prior consent of the

Bondholders in accordance with the terms of this Trust Deed.

5. COSTS AI\D EXPENSES

5.1 Costs and Expenses of the Issue

5.1.1 Expenses to the Issue: All costs and expenses in connection with the issue of
Bonds is on account ofthe Issuer. Issuer shall reimburse to the Trustee within

5 (five) Business Days of demand all costs and expenses incurred by the

Trustee at the time of Issue of Bond.

5.1.2 Value added tax: T\e Issuer shall in addition pay the amount equal to the

amount of any value added tax or similar ta:< chargeable in respect of expenses

set out in Clause 5.1.1 (Expenses to the Issue).

Brig F(Roffil
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5.2 Costs and Expenses of the Tiustee
5.2.t Expenses of the Trustee: The Issuer shall also pay or discharge all costs,

charges and expenses incurred by the Trustee with prior consent from Issuer

in relation to the preparation and execution of, the exercise of its powers and

the performance of its duties under, and in any other manner in relation to, this

Trust Deed, including but not limited to any stamp, issue, registration,

documentary and other tares or duties paid or payable by the Trustee in
connection with any action taken or contemplated by or on behalf of the

Trustee for enforcing, or resolving any doubt concerning, or for any other

purpose in relation to, this Trust Deed. The Issuer shall in addition pay the

amount equal to the amorurt of any value added tan or similar tar chargeable

in respect of expenses set out in this Clause 5.2.1 (Expenses of the Trustee);

s.2.2 Indemnity to the Trustee: The Issuer shall upon getting reasonable supporting

documents indemniff the Trustee (a) in respect of all liabilities and expenses

incurred by it or by any Appointee or other person appointed by it to whom

any trust, power, authority or discretion may be delegated by it in the

execution or purported execution of the trusts, powers, authorities or

discretions vested in it by this Trust Deed and (b) against all liabilities, actions,

proceedings, costs, claims and demands in respect of any matter or thing done

or omitted in any way relating to this Trust Deed provided that itis expressly

stated that Clause 6.1.14(Trustee Liability) shall apply in relation to these

provisions and that the Trustee had exercised reasonable care in the

appointnent of such person;

5.3 Stamp duties
The Issuer will pay all stamp duties, registration taxes, capital duties and other similar

duties or taxes (if any) payable on (a) the constitution and issue of the Bonds, (b) the

initial delivery of,the Bonds (c) any action taken by the Trustee (or any Bondholder

where permitted or required under this Trust Deed so to do) to enforce the provisions

of the Bonds or this Trust Deed and (d) the execution of this Trust Deed. If the Trustee

(or any Bondholder where permitted under this Trust Deed so to do) shall take any

proceedings against the Issuer in any other jurisdiction and if for the purpose of any

such proceedings this Trust Deed is taken into any such jurisdiction and any stamp

duties or other duties or tares become payable thereon in any such jurisdiction, the

Issuer will pay (or reimburse the person making payment of) such stamp duties or

other duties or ta<es (including penalties).

Brig Gon (Re6l
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5.4 Indemnitiesseparate
5.4.1 The indemnities in this Trust Deed constitute separate and independent

obligations from the other obligations in this Trust Deed, will give rise to
separate and independent causes of action, will apply irrespective of any

indulgence granted by the Trustee and/or any Bondholder and will continue

in full force and effect despite any judgment, order, claim or proof for a

liquidated amount in respect of any sum due under this Trust Deed or the

Bonds or any other judgment or order. Any such Liability as referred to in
sub-clause 5.2.2 (Indemnity) shall be deemed to constitute a Liability suffered

by the Trustee or the Bondholders.

5.4.2 Any indemnity in this Trust Deed will survive the redemption or maturity of
the Bonds, the termination of this Trust Deed and the termination of the

appointment of, or resignation of the Trustee.

6. TERMS OF APPOTNTMENT OF'TRUSTEE IYITH RTGHTS, DUTIES AI\D
oBLTGATTONS)

It is expressly declared as follows:

6.1 Tfustee's Rights

6.1.1 Applicable Zaw: Notwithstanding anything contained in this Trust Deed the

Trustee shall have all such rights and powers granted to it under the applicable

law including but is not limited to Bangladesh Securities and Exchange

Commission (Debt Securities) Rules 2021.

6.1.2 Afuice: The Trustee may in relation to this Trust Deed act on the opinion or

advice of or a certificate or any information obtained from any lawyer, banker,

valuer, surveyor, broker, auctioneer, accountant or other expert (whether

obtained by the Trustee, the Issuer, or any Subsidiary) and which advice or

opinion may be provided on such terms (including as to limitations on

liability) as the Trustee may consider in its sole discretion to be consistent with
prevailing market practice with regard to advice or opinions of that nature and

shall not be responsible for any Liability occasioned by so acting; any such

opinion, advice, certificate or information may be sent or obtained by letter,

telegram, telex, cablegram or facsimile transmission;

6.r.3 Resolution or direction of Bondholders; the Trustee shall not be responsible

for acting upon any resolution purporting to be a Written Resolution or to have

been passed at any meeting of the Bondholders in respect whereof minutes

have been made and signed or a direction of a specified percentage of
Bondholders, even though it may subsequently be found that there was some

defect in the constitution of the meeting or the of the resolution or the

BrU Cen il
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6.t.4

6.1.5

6.1.6

6.1.7

making of the directions or that for any reason the resolution purporting to be

a Written Resolution or to have been passed at any Meeting or the making of
the directions was not valid or binding upon the Bondholders;

Trustee not responsible for irwesttgatior?s: save as otherwise provided by
applicable law, the Trustee shall not be responsible for, or for investigating

any matter which is the subject of, any recital, statement, representation,

warranty or covenant of any person contained in this Trust Deed, the Bonds,

or any other agreement or document relating to the transactions herein or

therein contemplated or for the execution, legality, effectiveness, adequacy,

genuineness, validity, enforceabilrty or admissibility in evidence thereof;

Entry on the Register: the Trustee shall not be liable to the Issuer or any

Bondholder by reason of having accepted as valid or not having rejected any

entry on the Register later found to be forged or not authentic and can assume

for all pu{poses in relation hereto that any en$ on the Register is correct;

Events of Default: save as otherwise provided by applicable law, until it shall

have actual knowledge or express notice to the confiary, the Trustee shall be

entitled to assume that no such Event of Default has happened and that the

Issuer is observing and performing all the obligations on its part contained in
the Bonds and under this Trust Deed and no event has happened as a
consequence of which any of the Bonds may become repayable; and

Right to Deduct or Withhold: notwithstanding anything contained in this Trust

Deed, to the extent required by any applicable law, if the Trustee is or will be

required to make any deduction or withholding from any distribution or
payment made by it hereunder or if the Trustee is or will be otherwise charged

to, or is or may become liable to, tam as a consequence ofperforming its duties

hereunder whether as principal, agent or otherwise, and whether by reason of
any assessment, prospective assessment or other imposition of liability to
tanation of whatsoever nature and whenever made upon the Trustee, and

whether in connection with or arising from any sums received or distributed

by it or to which it may be entitled under this Trust Deed (other than in
connection with its remuneration as provided for herein) or any investnents

or deposits from time to time representing the same, including any income or

gains arising there from or any action of the Trustee in connection with the

trusts of this Trust Deed (other than the remuneration herein specified) or

otherwise, then the Trustee shall be entitled to make such deduction or

withholding or, as the case may be, to retain out of sums received by it an

amount sufficient to discharge any liability
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6.1.8

6.t.9

6.1.10

received or distributed or to discharge any such other liability of the Trustee

to tax from the funds held by the Trustee upon the tusts of this Trust Deed.

Liabiltty: The Trustee shall not be liable to any person for any matter or thing

done or omitted in any way in connection with or in relation to this Trust Deed

or the Bonds save in relation to its own gross negligence, wilful default or

fraud. This Clause 6.1.8 shall suwive the termination or expiry of this Trust

Deed or the removal or termination of the Trustee.

Force Majeure: The Trustee shall not be liable for any failure or delay in the

performance of its obligations under this Trust Deed or any other Bond

Document because of circumstances beyond such Trustee's contol, including,

without limitation, acts of God, flood, war (whether declared or undeclared),

terrorism, fire, riot, embargo, labour disputes, any laws, ordinances,

regulations or the like which restrict or prohibit the performance of the

obligations contemplated by this Trust Deed or any other Bond Document,

inability to obtain or the failure of equipment, or intemrption of
communications or computer facilities, ffid other causes beyond such

Trustee's control whether or not of the same class or kind as specifically

named above.

Immunities; The Trustee's immunities and protections from liability and its

right to indemnification in connection with the performance of its duties under

this Trust Deed shall extend to the Trustee's officers, directors and employees.

Such immunities and protections and right to indemnification, together with
the Trustee's right to compensation, shall survive the Trustee's resignation or

removal, the defeasance or discharge of this Trust Deed and final payment of
the Bonds. The Issuer acknowledges that in any proceedings taken in relation

to this Trust Deed, it will not be entitled to claim for itself or any of its assets

immunity from suit, execution, attachment or other legal process.

Professional charges: any trustee being a banker, lawyer, broker or other

person engaged in any profession or business shall be entitled to charge and

be paid all usual professional and other charges for business transacted and

acts done by him or his parfirer or firm on matters arising in connection with

the trusts of this Trust Deed and also his properly incurred charges in addition

to disbursements for all other work and business done and all time spent by

him or his parfirer or firm on matters arising in connection with this Trust

Deed, in each case as agreed pursuant to the Fee Letter (including matters

which might or should have been attended to in person by a trustee not being

a banker, lawyer, broker or other professional person);

(Ros)
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6.1.12

6.1.t3

6.2.t

5.1.14

Expenditure by the Trustee: nothing contained in this Trust Deed shall require

the Trustee to expend or risk its own funds or otherwise incur any financial
liability in the performance of its duties or the exercise of any right, power,

authority or discretion hereunder if it has grounds for believing the repayment

of such funds or adequate indemnity against, or security for, such risk or
liability is not reasonably assured to it; and

Trustee may enter into financial transactions with the Issuer: no Trustee and

no director or officer of any corporation being a Trustee hereof shall by reason

of the fiduciary position of such Trustee be in any way precluded from making
any contacts or entering into any tansactions in the ordinary course of
business with the Issuer or any Subsidiary, or any pennn or body corporate

directly or indirectly associated with the Issuer or any Subsidiary, or from
accepting the trusteeship of any other debenttre stock, debentures or securities

of the Issuer or any Subsidiary or any person or body corporate directly or
indirectly associated with the Issuer or any Subsidiary, and neither the Trustee

nor any such director or officer shall be accountable to the Bondholders or the

Issuer or any Subsidiary, or any person or body corporate directly or indirectly
associated with the Issuer or any Subsidiary, for any profit, fees, commissions,

interest, discounts or share of brokerage earned, arising or resulting from any

such conffacts or ffansactions and the Trustee and any such director or officer
shall also be at liberty to retain the same for its or his own benefit.

Trustee Liabiltty: The Trustee shall not be liable to any person for any matter

or thing done or omitted in any way in connection with or in relation to this

Trust Deed or the Bonds save in relation to its own gross negligence, \ rilful

default or fraud.

6.l.l5 Right to Sue: The Trustee may sue and may be sued on behalf of the

Bondholders.

6.2 Ttustee's powers and duties

Applicable Zarry; Notwithstanding anything contained in this Trust Deed the

Trustee shall have all such responsibility as set out in the applicable law

including but is not limited to Bangladesh Securities and Exchange

Commission (Debt Securities) Rules 2021.

6.2.2 Act for Bondholders; Subject to applicable law and terms and conditions of
this Trust Deed, the Trustee shall act on behalf and for the exclusive interest

of the Bondholders;
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6.2.3

6.2.4

6.2.5

6.2.6

6.2.7

6.2.8

Btig Gen (ReE)
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Monitoring: Trustee shall enstre that Issuer is observing the applicable law
for the Bonds and the terms and conditions of the Bond Documents. As soon

as the Trustee is aware of any breach by the Issuer it shall immediately inform
the Bondholders and the Issuer of such breach;

Report to BSEC: Trustee shall submit an annual compliance report to the

BSEC on the activities of the Issuer including repayment of dues to the

Bondholders. When Trustee shall submit such report to the BSEC it shall

provide copy to the Issuer and the Bondholders;

Grievances of the Bondholders; Upon receipt of a complaint from the

Bondholders Trustee shall take necessary steps for redress of grievances of
the Bondholders within one month of the date of receipt of the complaints and

he shall keep the BSEC and the Issuer informed about the number, nafire and

other particulars of the complaints received and the manner in which such

complaints have been redressed;

Trustee's determinationTlte Trustee may determine whether or not a default
in the performance or observance by the Issuer of any obligation under the

provisions of this Trust Deed or contained in the Bonds is capable of remedy

and if the Trustee shall certiff that any such default is, in its opinion, not

capable of remedy, such certificate shall be conclusive and binding upon the

Issuer and the Bondholders;

Determination of questiozs: the Trustee as between itself and the Bondholders

shall have full power to determine all questions and doubts arising in relation

to any of the provisions of this Trust Deed and every such determination,

whether rnade upon a question actually raised or implied in the acts or
proceedings of the Trustee, shall be conclusive and shall bind the Trustee and

the Bondholders;

Trustee's discretion: the Trustee shall (save as expressly otherwise provided

herein) as regards all the trusts, powers, authorities and discretions vested in
it by this Trust Deed or by operation of law, have absolute and uncontrolled

discretion as to the exercise or non-exercise thereof and the Trustee shall not

be responsible for any Liability that may result from the exercise or

non-exercise thereof (save as otherwise provided by applicable law) but

whenever the Trustee is under the provisions of this Trust Deed bound to act

at the request or direction of the Bondholders, the Trustee shall nevertheless

not be so bound unless first indemnified and/or provided with security to its

satisfaction against all actions, proceedings, claims and demands to which it
may render itself liable and all costs, charges, damages, expenses and

liabilities which it may incur by so doing;
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6.2.9

6.2.10

6.2.t1

6.2.12

6.2.13

6.2.14

6.3 Exercise of Discretion
6.3.1
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Rate: the Truptet .hull determind Applicable

Interest Rate in accofdance with Condition of the Bond.

Trustee's consent: any consent given by the Trustee for the pu{poses of this

Trust Deed may be given on,iuch terms and subject to such conditions (if any)

as the Trustee may requirE;, ,,,,,ry.I,

Application ofproceea",'ii" f*rt"e shall not be responsible forthe receip or

application by the Issuer of the proceeds of the issue of the Bonds;

Error ofjudgmenf: the Trustee shall not be liable for any error of judgment

made in good faith applying due diligence and without negligence by any

officer or employee of the Trustee assigned by the Trustee to administer its

corporate trust matters, save in relation to its own gross negligence, wilful
default or fraud;

Agents: Subject to the provisions of the Trust Act 1882 and Bangladesh

Securities and Exchange Commission (Debt Securities) Rules 2021, the

Trustee may, in the coriduct of the trusts of this Trust Deed instead of acting

personally, 
"*pioy 

and pay an agent on any terms, whether or not a lawyer or

other professional person, tg transacJ or conduct, or concur in tansacting or

conducting, any business-and to do or concur in dorng all acts required to be

dgrle by the Trustee (including the recgip and payment of money) with the

consent of lssuer and the Trustee shall not be responsible for any loss, liability,
expellse,,.demand, cost, claim or proceedings incurred by reason of the

misconduct, omission or default on the part of any person appointed by it
hererlnder or be boundio'supervise the proceedings or acts of anv- suchperson

prov'ideil thalthe Trustee hadexercised reasonable care in the appointnent of

Confidential.information; the Trustee shall not (unless required by law or

ordered so to do by a court of competent jurisdiction) be required to disclose

to Any Boadholder confidontial information or other information .made

available to the Tnrstee by the Issuer in conngction.with this Trust Deed and

no Bondholder shall be entitled to take aqy action to obtain from the Trustee

&
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standard) or to consider taking or take any action whatsoever in connection
with or wtder or pursuant to the Bonds unless directed to do so by the holders

of not less than 662ft percent in principal amount of the Bonds then

outstanding or if so directed by an Extaordinary Resolution of Bondholders
(subject in all cases to the Trustee having been indemnified or provided with
security to its satisfaction and otherwise being satisfied that it is lawful for it
to so exercise discretion, make a determination or otherwise take any action).

Such direction shall speciff the way in which the Trustee shall exercise such

discretion or, as the case may be, make the determination or take the action to

be taken by the Trustee.

6.3.2 The Trustee will be responsible for any loss, expense, damage, claim, cost,

charge or liability which may be suffered as a result of any exercise or non-

exercise of a discretion or the making or failure to make any determination or
the taking or failure to take any action by the Trustee, acting on the directions

of the Bondholders as aforesaid or pending the provision of such a direction.

7, TRUSTEE X'EE

7.1 Remuneration
7.1.1 Remuneration; The Issuer shall pay to the Trustee remureration as set out in

the Fee Letter for its services as tustee as from the date of this Trust Deed.

Such remuneration shall be payable in advance on the anniversary of the date

hereof in each year and the first payment shall be made on the date hereof.

Such remuneration shall accrue from day to day and be payable (in priority to
payments to the Bondholders) up to and including the date when, all the Bonds

having become due for redemption, the redemption moneys and interest

thereon to the date of redemption have been paid to the Trustee, provtded that

if any cheque, payment of the moneys due in respect thereof is improperly

withhetd or refused, remuneration will commence again to accrue;

7.1.2 Expenses: The Issuer shall also pay or discharge all costs, charges and

expenses incuned by the Trustee with prior consent from Issuer in relation to

the preparation and execution of the exercise of its powers and the

performance of its duties under, and in any other manner in relation to, this

Trust Deed, including but not limited to any stamp, issue, registration,

dbcumentary and other tanes or duties paid or payable by the Trustee in
connection with any action taken or contemplated by or on behalf of the

Trustee for enforcing, or resolving any doubt concerning, or for any other

purpose in relation to, this Trust Deed;
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8.

8.1

8.2

10.
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7.1.3 Payment of amounts due: All amounts due and payable pursuant to sub-

clauses 7 .l .2 (Expezses) and 5 .2.2 (Indemntty to the Trustee) shall be payable

by the Issuer on the date specified in a demand by the Trustee;

7.1.4 Discharges: Unless otherwise specifically stated in any discharge ofthis Trust
Deed the provisions of this Clause 7.1 (Remuneration) shall continue in full
force and effect notwithstanding such discharge.

THE BONDS (MODUS OPERANDI OF'TIm rSSUE)

The Issuance of Bond
Notwithstanding anything contained anywhere in this Trust Deed, the Bonds shall be

issued in dematerialised form as per the CDBL Bye Laws and the Issuer shall apply
to the respective stock exchange(s) for listing in the Alternative Trading Board (ATB)
immediately from the date of availing ATB facilities under the Bangladesh Securities

and Exchange Commission (Alternative Trading System) Rules, 2019 and respective

regulations of the stock exchange(s) in this regard

The Bond shall be rated by a Credit Rating Company and its periodical surveillance

rating shall be done by the said Credit Rating Company in line with the provisions of
the Credit Rating Companies Rules, 1996 up to the full and final redemption or

conversion of the issued securities.

Entitlement to treat Registered Holder as owner
The Register and/or the CDBL records shall be prima facie evidence of any matter in
relation to the ownership of the Bonds. Each of the Issuer and the Trustee may deem

and teat the registered holder of a Bond as the absolute owner of such Bond, free of
any equity, set-offor counterclaim on the part of the Issuer against the original or any

intermediate Holder of such Bond for all purposes. All payments made to any such

Holder shall be valid and, to the extent of the sums so paid.

REDEMPTION T'EATIJRES

Each Bond shall be redeemed in accordance with Condition 8 (Redemption,

Re pur chas e and C anc e ll atio n).

TRANSFER OT'BONDS

Bonds are fiansferable subject to the terms and conditions set out in the Bond

Documents. Each Bond shall be transferred in accordance with Condition 4 (Transfer

of Bonds) andthe CDBL Bye Laws.

R
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I I. RIGHTS DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OX'TIIE ISSUER

ll.l Covenant to Repay

The Issuer covenants with the Trustee that it will, as and when the Bonds or any of
them become due to be redeemed or any principal on the Bonds or any of them

becomes due to be repaid in accordance with the Conditions, unconditionally pay or
procure to be paid to or to

the order of the Trustee in Bangladesh Taka in Dhaka in immediately available freely

transferable funds the principal amount ofthe Bonds or any of them becoming due for
redemption or repayment on that date and shall (subject to the provisions of the

Conditions) until all such payments (both before and after judgment or other order)

are duly made unconditionally pay or procure to be paid to or to the order of the

Trustee as aforesaid on the dates provided for in the Conditions interest on the

principal amount of the Bonds or any of them outstanding from time to time as set out

in the Conditions provided that:

ll.t.t if any payment of principal or interest in respect of the Bonds or any of them

is made after the due date, payment shall be deemed not to have been made

until either the full amount is paid to the Bondholders or, if earlier, the seventh

day after notice has been given to the Bondholders in accordance with the

Conditions that the full amount has been received by the Trustee to the extent

that there is failure in the subsequent payment to the Bondholders under the

Conditions; and

I 1.1.2 in any case where payment of the whole or any part of the principal amount

due in respect of any Bond is improperly withheld or refused interest shall

accrue at applicable interest rate for the Bond on the whole or such part of
such principal amourt from the date of such withholding or refusal until the

date either on which such principal amount due is paid to the Bondholders or,

if earlier, the seventh day after which notice is given to the Bondholders in
accordance with the Conditions that the full amount payable in respect of the

said principal amount is available for collection by the Bondholders such

payment is in fact made.

The Trustee will hold the benefit of this covenant and the covenants in Clause I1.3

(Covenant to comply with Trust Deed, Conditions and Schedules,) and Clause I1.4

(Covenants by the Issuer) on trust for the Bondholders.

tt.2 Following an Event of Default
At any time after any Event of Default shall have occurred, the Trustee may:

n.z.t by notice in writing to the Issuer, require it to make all payments

in respect of Bonds to or to the order of the Trustee and effect from the
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issue of any such notice until such notice is withdrawn, sub-clause ll.l.lof
Clause ll.l (Covenant to Repay) and (so far as it concems payments by the

Issuer) Clause 19.2 (Payment to Bondholders) shall cease to have effect.

I1.3 Covenant to comply with T[ust l)eed, Conditions, Schedules and applicable law
ll.3.t The Issuer hereby covenants with the Trustee to comply with, perform and

observe all those provisions of this Trust Deed the Conditions (including,

without limitation, Condition 5 (Covenanrs) and the other Schedules which

are expressed to be binding on it and to perform and observe the same. The

Bonds are subject to the provisions contained in this Trust Deed, all of which
shall be binding upon the Issuer and the Bondholders and all persons claiming

through or under them respectively. The Bondholders and all persons claiming

under or through them respectively will also be entitled to the benefit of, and

will be bound by, this Trust Deed and the other Bond Documents and will be

deemed to have notice of all of the provisions of the Bond Documents

applicable to them.

11.3.2 The Issuer hereby covenants with the Trustee to comply with, perfomr and

observe all those provisions of the applicable law including but is not limited
to Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (Debt Securities) Rules

2021. The Issuer agrees that Bondholders and all persons claiming under or

through them respectively will also be entitled to the benefit of, and will be

bound by, the applicable law and will be deemed to have notice of all of the

provisions of the applicable law applicable to them.

I1.3.3 The Trustee shall itself be entitled to enforce the obligations of the Issuer

under the Bonds and the Conditions and the applicable law as if the same were

set out and contained in this Trust Deed which shall be read and construed as

one document with the Bonds.

I1.4 Covenants by the Issuer
The Issuer hereby covenants with the Trustee that, so long as any of the Bonds remain

outstanding, it will:

ll.4.r Books of account:

At all times keep and procure that all its Subsidiaries keep such books of
account as may be necessary to comply with all applicable laws and so as to

enable the financial statements of the Issuer to be prepared and allow, subject

to confidentiality obligations under applicable law, the Trustee and any person

appointed by it free access to the same at all reasonable times and to discuss

the same with responsible ofEcers of the Issuer;
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11.4.2

I1.4.3

11.4.4

Brig Gen psc(RoU)
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Event of Default:

Give notice in writing to the Trustee forthwith upon becoming aware of any

Event of Default and without waiting for the Trustee to take any further action;

Corporate Govemance:

Comply (and shall ensure that each member of the Group will) in all material

respects with the corporate govenrance guidelines set out by the Bangladesh

Bank and the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission.

Information:

So far as permitted by applicable law, at all times give to the Trustee such

information, opinions, certificates and other evidence as it shall require and,

in such form, as it shall require in relation to Issuer for the performance of its

obligations under the Bond Documents;

11.4.5 Execution of further Documents:

So far as permitted by applicable law, at all times execute all such further

documents and do all such further acts and things as may be necessary at any

time or times in the opinion of the Trustee to give effect to the provisions of
this Trust Deed;

I1.4.6 Notices to Bondholders:

Send or proclre to be sent to the Trustee not less than 5 (five) business days

prior to the date of publication, one copy of each notice to be given to the

Bondholders in accordance with the Conditions and, upon publication, send to

the Trustee two copies of such notice;

n.4.7 Notification of non-payment:

Notiff the Trustee forthwith in the event that it does not, on or before the due

date for payment in respect of the Bonds or any of them, pay unconditionally

the full amount in the relevant currency of the moneys payable on such due

date on all such Bonds;

11.4.8 Notification of late payment:

In the event of the unconditional payment to the Trustee of any sum due in

respect of the Bonds or any of them being made after the due date for payment

thereof,

made;

forthwith give notice to the Bondholders that such has been

E
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11.4.9 Notification of redemption or repayment:

14 (Fourteen) days prior to the Redemption Dates or purchase in respect of
any Bond, give to the Trustee notice in writing of the amount of such

redemption or purchase pursuant to the Conditions and duly proceed to redeem

or purchase such Bonds accordingly;

ll.4.lo Authorised Signatories:

Upon the execution hereof and thereafter forthwith upon any change of the

same, deliver to the Trustee a list of the Authorised Signatories of the Issuer,

together with certified specimen signatures of the same; and

ll.4.u Payments:

Pay moneys payable by it to the Trustee hereurder without set off,
counterclaim, deduction or wittrholding, unless otherwise compelled by law
and in the event of any deduction or withholding compelled by law will pay

such additional amount as will result in the payment to the Trustee of the

amount which would otherwise have been payable by it to the Trustee

hereunder.

12. RIGHTS DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OT'THE BONDHOLDERS

l2.l Each Bondholder has the right to demand information from the Issuer as set out in this
Trust Deed and the Condition attached in Schedule I Part B (Terms and Conditions of
the Bonds).

12.2 Each Bondholder has the right to receive payment of principal amount of the Bond on

the Redemption Date as set out in the Condition attached in Schedule I (Terms and

Conditions of the Bonds).

12.3 Each Bondholder has the right to receive interest on the Bond on the Interest Payment

Date as set out in the Condition attached in Schedule I (Terms and Conditions of the

Bonds).

t2.4 Each Bondholder has the right to attend meeting of the Bondholders and vote therein
in accordance with Condition 12 (Meetings of Bondholders, ModiJication, Waiver and
Substitution\.
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13. ACCOUNTS AND A.UDIT

13.1 The Trustee may or if requested by the Bondholders through a Written Resolution,

inspect or call for and inspect books ofaccoturts, records, register ofthe Issuer and

the trust property to the extent necessary for discharging its obligation. Subject to
Written Resolution of the Bondholders the Trustee may appoint an auditor for such

inspection of books and accounts of the Issuer. Auditor so appointed shall submit a
report to the Trustee on such terms and conditions and within such period as the

Bondholders in their Written Resolution decide but not exceeding 120 days of their

appointment. Such report of the auditor shall form part of the annual report of the

Issuer. All costs and expenses for appointment of the Auditor shall be on account of
the Issuer provided the Trustee shall agree with the Issuer about fees and expenses of
the auditor so appointed.

13.2 The auditor's report shall state that they have obtained all information and

explanations *'hich, to the best of their knowledge and belief, were necessary for the

purpose of the audit; and thatthe balance sheet, the revenue account andthe cash flow
statement give a fair and true view of the Issuer, state of affairs and surplus or deficit
in the fund and cash flow for the accounting period to which they relate, and that the

financial statements and notes thereto furnished in due conformance with generally

accepted accounting principles and procedures and also the International Financial

Reporting Standards (IFRS) accepted by ICAB and that full and fair disclosures are

made in the statements.

14. DATE OT'TERMINATION OT'THE TRUST

The Trust shall continue to exist until all liabilities including the principal, premium

(if any) and interest are repaid in fuIl in accordance with the terms and conditions of
the Bonds and this Trust Deed.

l5 APPOINTMENT AND RETIREMENT OX' TRUSTEE

Appointment of Tfustees

Subject to Clause 15.7 (BSEC approval required) below, the power of appointing new

trustees of this Trust Deed shall be vested in the Issuer but no person shall be

appointed who shall not previously have been approved by an Extraordinary

Resolution. Any appointment of a new trustee hereof shall as soon as practicable

thereafter be notified by the Issuer to the Bondholders.

15.1

15.2 Attorneys
The Issuer hereby irrevocably appoints the Trustee to be its attorney in its name and

on its behalf to execute any such instrument of appointnent.
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(subject always to the provisions of this Trust Deed) have such trusts, powers,
authorities and discretions (not exceeding those conferred on the Trustee by this Trust
Deed) and such duties and obligations as shall be conf,erred on such person or imposed
by the instrument of appointrnent. The Trustee shall have power in like manner to
remove any such person. Such proper remuneration as the Trustee may pay to any
such person, together with any attributable costs, charges and expenses incurred by it
in performing its function as such separate trustee or co-trustee, shall for the purposes

of this Trust Deed be treated as costs, charges and expenses incurred by the Trustee.

15.3 Retirement of T[ustees

Subject to Clause 15.7 (BSEC approval required) below, any Trustee for the time
being ofthis Trust Deed may retire at any time upon giving not less than three calendar

months' notice in writing to the Issuer without assigning any reason there for and

without being responsible for any costs occasioned by such retirement. The retirement

of any Trustee shall not become effective unless there remains a trustee hereof (being

a trust corporation) in offrce after such retirement. The Issuer hereby covenants that

in the event of the only trustee hereof which is a trust corporation giving notice under

this Clause it shall use its best endeavours to procure a new trustee, being a trust

corporation, to be appointed and if the Issuer has not procured the appointment of a
new trustee within 30 days of the expiry of the Trustee notice referred to in this Clause

11.3, the Trustee shall be entitled to procure forthwith a new trustee.

15.4 Removal of T[ustees

The BSEC may, on the application of the Bondholders together have the power,

exercisable by Extaordinary Resolution, to remove any trustee or trustees for the time

being hereof. The removal of any trustee shall not become effective unless a successor

trustee is appointed prior to such removal. Such removal of Trustee shall not become

effective unless a successor is appointed.

15.5 Powers additional
The powers conferred by this Trust Deed upon the Trustee shall be in addition to any

powers which may from time to time be vested in it by general law or as the holder of
any of the Bonds.

15.6 Merger
Any corporation into which the Trustee may be merged or converted or with which it
may be consolidated, or any corporation resulting from any merger, conversion or

consolidation to which the Trustee shall be apafi, or any corporation succeeding to

all or substantially all the corporate trust business of the Trustee, shall be the successor

of the Trustee hereunder, provided such corporation shall be otherwise qualified and

eligible under this Clause, without the execution or filing of any

act on the part of any of the parties hereto.

or any further
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ls.l BSEC approval required
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Clause 15, no tnrstee hereunder may
be appointed or removed, and no trustee hereunder may retire without the prior written
approval of the BSEC.

16. MEETING OF BONDHOLDERS

Each Bondholder is entitled to participate in the meeting of the Bondholders and vote

in accordance with Condition l2(Meetings of Bondholders, Modification, Waiver and
Substitution).

17. AMENDMENTS OX'TRUST DEEI)

17.l Waiver
The Trustee may, without any consent or sanction of the Bondholders and without
prejudice to its rights in respect of any subsequent breach, condition, event or act,

from time to time and at any time, but only if and in so far as in its opinion the interests

of the Bondholders shall not be materially prejudiced thereby, authorise or waive, on

such terms and conditions (if any) as shall seem expedient to it, any breach or
proposed breach of any of the covenants or provisions contained in this Trust Deed or

the Bonds or determine that any Event of Default shall not be teated as such for the

purposes of this Trust Deed; any such authorisation, waiver or determination shall be

binding on the Bondholders and the Trustee shall cause such authorisation, waiver or

determination to be notified to the Bondholders as soon as practicable thereafter in
accordance with the Condition relating thereto; provided that the Trustee shall not

exercise any powenl conferred upon it by this Clause in contavention of any express

direction by an Extraordinary Resolution or of a request in writing made by the

holders of not less than 662h per cent. in aggegate principal amount of the Bonds

then outstanding (but so that no such direction or request shall affect any

authorisation, waiver or determination previously given or made) or so as to authorise

or waive any such breach or proposed breach relating to any of the matters the subject

of the Reserved Matters as specified and defined in Schedule 2 (Provisions for
Me e tings of Bondholders).

17.2 Modilications
The Trustee may from time to time and at any time without any consent or sanction

of the Bondholders concur with the Issuer in making (a) any modification to this Trust

Deed (other than in respect of Reserved Matters as specified and defined in Schedule

2 (Provisions for Meetings of Bondholders) or any provision of this Trust Deed

referred to in that specification), or the Bonds which in the opinion of the Trustee it
may be proper to make provided the Trustee is of the opinion that such modification

will not be materially prejudicial to the interests of the Bondholders or (b) any

modification to this Trust Deed or the Bonds if in the opinion of Trustee such
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modification is of a formal, minor or technical nature or made to correct a manifest

error. Upon approval of the BSEC, any such modification shall be binding on the

Bondholders and, unless the Trustee otherwise agrees, the Issuer shall cause such

modification to be notified to the Bondholders as soon as practicable thereafter in
accordance with the Conditions.

17,3 MajorityBondholders
For the purposes of any modifications, waivers, determinations or authorisations that
are not Bond Specific Matters, the term "Majority Bondholders" shall mean the
holders of at least 6&hpercent of the aggregate principal amount of Bonds then
outstanding (excluding any amourts held by the Issuer or an Affiliate).

For the purposes of any modifications, waivers, determinations or authorisations that
are Bond Specific Matters, the parties will determine such matters in accordance with
Condition l2(A) (ModiJication and Waiver) and3 (Meetings).

I8. ENT'ORCEMENT

l8.l Legal Proceedings

The Trustee may at any time, at its discretion and without firttrer notice, institute such

proceedings against the Issuer as it may think fit to recover any amounts due in respect

of the Bonds which are unpaid or to enforce any of its rights under this Trust Deed or
the Conditions but it shall not be bound to take any such proceedings unless (a) it shall

have been so directed by an Exhaordinary Resolution or a Written Resolution and (b)

it shall have been indemnified and/or secured to its satisfaction against all liabilities,
proceedings, claims and demands to which it may thereby become liable and all costs,

charges and expenses which may be incurred by it in connection therewith and

provided that the Trustee shall not be held liable for the consequence of taking any

such action and may take such action without having regard to the effect of such action

on individual Bondholders. Only the Trustee may enforce the provisions of the Bonds

or this Trust Deed and no Bondholder shall be entitled to proceed directly against the

Issuer unless the Trustee, having become bound so to proceed, fails to do so within a

reasonable time and such failure is continuing.

Notwithstanding whatsoever contained to the contary herein, in the event of default,

the procedure to be undertaken by the Trustee as envisaged shall be initiated only after

compliance with all or any prevailing laws, notification, guidelines, directives etc.

both statutory and authoritative, as applicable to the Issuer.

18.2 Evidence of Default
If the Trustee (or any Bondholder where entitled under this Trust Deed so to do) makes

any claim, institutes any legal proceeding or lodges any proof in a winding-up or

insolvency of the Issuer under this Trust Deed or under the Bonds, therein that:

as regards any specified Bond the Issuer has made default in principal due
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t9.

l9.l

in respect of such Bond shall (unless the contary be proved) be sufficient evidence

that the Issuer has made the like default as regards all other Bonds in respect of which

a corresponding payment is then due and for the pu{poses of the above a payment

shall be a "corresponding" payment notwithstanding that it is due in respect of a
Bond of a different denomination from that in respect of the above specified Bond.

PAYMENTS

Application of Moneys

All moneys received by the Trustee in respect of the Bonds or amounts payable under

this Trust Deed will despite any appropriation of all or part of them by the Issuer

(including any moneys which represent principal or interest in respect of Bonds which

have become void under the Conditions) be held by the Trustee on trust to apply them:

l9.l.l first, in payment or satisfaction of the costs, charges, expenses and Liabilities
incurred by, or other amounts owing to, the Trustee in the preparation and

execution of the trusts of this Trust Deed (including remtureration of the

Trustee) as agreed by the Issuer but not paid by the Issuer;

t9.1.2 secondly, in or towards payment part passu and rateably of all arrears of
interest remaining due and urpaid in respect of the Bonds;

r 9.1.3 thirdly, in or towards payment pari passu and rateably of all principal

remaining due and unpaid in respect of the Bonds; ind

ts.t.4 fourthly, the balance (if any) in payment to the Issuer for itself.

If the Trustee holds any moneys which represent principal or interest in respect of
Bonds which have become void under the Conditions then, except where a Default or

Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, such moneys shall be returned to the

Issuer for itself.

19.2 Payment to Bondholders
The Trustee shall give notice to the Bondholders of the date fixed for any payment.

Subject to Clause ll.2,payment to be made in respect of the Bonds by the Issuer or

the Trustee may be made in the manner provided in the Conditions and this Trust

Deed and any payment so made shall be a good discharge to the extent of such

payment, by the Issuer or the Trustee, as the case may be. On making payment in

respect of the Bonds, the Trustee on behalf of the Issuer or if necessary the Issuer shall

give intimation to CDBL for making necessary updates in the CDBL System and the

respective BO Accounts by reducing the balances against such payments.
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20.

20.1

NOTICES

Addresses for notices

All notices and other communications hereunder shall be made in uniting and in
English (by letter or for) and shall be sent as follows:

zo.t.t Issuer: If to the Issuer, to it at:

SOUTHEAST BANK LIMITEI)

Address: Head Office
Eunoos Trade Center
52-53, Dilkusha, C/A, Dhaka - 1000

Bangladesh

Email :rasedul@southeastbank. com.bd

Fa:r: +880 2 9571053

Attention: Rasedul Islam, Vice President

20.r.2 Trustee: if to the Trustee, to it at:

SENA KALYAI\ INSURANCE COMPAITY LIN{ITEI)

Address: Head Office
SKS Tower, T VIP Road

Mohakhali, Dhaka-1206

Bangladesh

Fa,x: 880-2-55058458

Attention: Chief Executive Officer

20.2 Effectiveness

Every notice or other communication sent in accordance with Clause 20.1 shall be

effective as follows: if sent by letter, it shall be deemed to have been delivered 7 days

after the time of despatch and if sent by fax it shall be deemed to have been delivered

at the time of despatchprovided that any such notice or other communication which

would otherwise take effect after 4.00 p.m. on any particular day shall not take effect

until 10.00 a.m. on the immediately succeeding Business Day in the place of the

addressee.

Any notice or other cornmrmication sent via email to the other party shall be followed

up with a far< or a letter, failing which, such notice or other communication shall not

be deemed duly delivered.
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2t. SEVERABILITY

In case any provision in or obligation under this Trust Deed shall be invalid, illegal or

unenforceable in any jurisdiction, the validity, legality and enforceability of the

remaining provisions or obligations, or of such provision or obligation in any other
jurisdiction, shall not in any way be affected or impaired thereby.

22. COTJNTERPARTS

This Trust Deed may be executed in any number of courterparts, each of which shall

be deemed an original.

IN WITNESS WTIEREOX'this Trust Deed has been executed as a deed by the parties

hereto and is intended to be and is hereby delivered on the date first before written.
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SCIIEDIJLE T

TERMS AND COI\DITIONS OF THE BONDS

THIS OBLIGATION IS NOT A DEPOSIT AND IS NOT INSURED BY ANY DEPOSIT

INSURANCE SCHEME. THIS OBLIGATION IS SUBORDINATED TO CLAIMS OF

DEPOSITORS AND OTHER CREDITORS, IS UNSECURED, AND IS INELIGBILE AS

COLLATERAL FOR A LOAN BY SOUTHEAST BANK LIMITED.

The following, subject to amendment and save for the paragraphs in italics, are the Terms

and Conditions of the Bonds:

The issue of the BDT 5,000,000,000 aggregate principal amount of Subordinated Bonds due

202_ (the "Bonds") of SOUTHEAST BANK LIMITED (the "Issuer")
was authorised by the Board of Directors of the Issuer in its 6l lft meeting held on October

29,2020. The Bonds are constituted by the trust deed (as amended or supplemented from
time to time) the "Trust Deed") to be dated on or about made

between the Issuer and SENA KALYAN Insurance Company Limited as tustee for the

holders of the Bonds (the "Trustee", which term shall, where the context so perrnits, include

all other persons or companies for the time being acting as trustee or trustees under the Trust

Deed) relating to the Bonds. The statements in these terms and conditions ofthe Bonds (these

"Conditions") include summaries of, and are subject to, the detailed provisions of the Trust

Deed. Unless otherwise defined in these Conditions, terms used in these Conditions have the

meaning specified in the Trust Deed. Copy of the Trust Deed are available for inspection

during usual business hours at the principal office for the time being of the Trustee (presently

at SKS Tower, 7 VIP Road, Mohakhali, Dhaka-1206) and at the registered office of the

Trustee. The Bondholders are bound by, and are deemed to have notice oi all the provisions

of the Trust Deed applicable to them.

1. Certain Definitions

"Additional TaxAmounts" has the meaning given in Condition9 (Taration).

"Affiliate" means, in relation to any Person, a Subsidiary of that Person or a Holding

Company of that Person or any other Subsidiary of any Holding Company of that

Person.

"Applicable Interest Rate" for any Interest Period is the Interest Margin and the

Benchmark Rate on the relevant Interest Rate Determination Date for such Interest

Period. However, Applicable Interest Rate for any Interest Period shall be within the

Interest Range.
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"Authorisation" means an authorisation, consent, approval, resolution, licence,

exemption, fi ling, notarisation or registration.

"Bangladesh Bank" means the central bank in Bangladesh under the Bangladesh

Bank Order 1972 (Prcsidenfs Order No. 127 of 1972).

"Bangladesh Bank Rating Grade" means rating grade of Bangladesh Bank

mapping with the rating of external credit rating agencies.

"Basel CapitalAccord" means the Report on Intemational Convergence of Capital

Measurement and Capital Standards dated July 1988 of the Basel Committee on

Banking Regulations and Supervisory Practices, as may be amended, modified,

supplemented or replaced from time to time, together with the pronouncements of
the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision thereon from time to time.

"BB Approyal" means the approval from the Bangladesh Bank issued vide letter ref.

BRPD(B S )066 I / I 4B(Py 2021 - | 17 9 dated 0 I . 12.2021 ..

"BI)T, and "Bangladesh Taka "denote the lawful curency for the time being of
Bangladesh.

"Benchmark Rate" the Benchmark rate which shall be determined by following
method:

Average of most recent month's published highest fixed deposit rates (6 months

tenor) of all Private Commercial Banks (excluding Islami Bank and Foreign Banks).

The Issuer's 6 months' tenor deposit rate to be considered at the time of calculating

the average. The published deposit rate to be taken from "Announced interest Rate

Chart of the Scheduled Banks @eposit Rate)'published by Bangladesh Bank in its

website. This will be fixed semi-annually.

The Benchmark rate will be fixed by the Trustee semi-annually on the immediate

preceding business day of the issuance and afterwards semi-annually throughout the

tenor of the bond. For avoidance of doubt, the Benchmark Rate shall be calculated

by the Trustee and notified to ttre Issuer and all Investors on every Interest Rate

Determination Date.

"Bond Documents" means the Bonds (including, without limitation, the

Conditions), the Trust Deed and the Subscription Agreement (each a "Bond

Document").

"Bondholders" has the meaning given in Condition 3(B) (Title).

"BSECU means the Bangladesh Securities & Exchange Commission.
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"Business l)ay" means a day othet than a Friday or Saturday on which commercial

banks are open for business in Dhaka, Bangladesh.

"Closed Period" has the meanirtg given in Condition a(C) (Closed Periods).

"Compliance Certificate" rneafu'a certificate substantially in the form set out in
Schedule 3 (Form of Compliance Certificate) of the'frust Deed.

"Core Labour Standards" means the require.ments as applicable to the Issuer under

the laws of Bangladesh on child and forced labour, discrimination and freedom of
association and collective bargaining.

"Gredit Rating A,gency" means Emerging Credit Rating information and Services

Limited (ECRISL) certifring the creditrrorthiness of the Issuer and Credit Rating

Agency of Bangladesh Limited certifring the creditworthiness of the Bonds, or any

other reputable credit ratiog agency in Bangladesh acceptable to the Issuer and the

"Default Interest Rate" means the aggregate of the Applicable Interest Rate for the

Inierest Period immediat6ly prbceding the date of the occurrence of an Event of
Default and2percEnt;

. ; i -'r 

""Deposit Insurance Scheme" means the scheme under the Deposit Insurance Trust

Fund:' "' r i'

"Deposit lnsurance Tiult X'undli means trust fund established, preserved and

maintaiped by thq Bangladesh Bank under the Bank Insurance Deposit Act /000 (.A.ct

No. 
-lp 

of 2000).

"Environmental Law" means any applicable law in Bangladesh which relates to the

pollution or protection of the environment or harm to or the protection of human

health'or the health of animals or plants. :

:': i : . .'r

"Environmental Fermits" means any permit, licence, consent, approval or other

auihorisation todior the filing of any notification, report or assessment required

under any Environmental Law for the operation of the business of any member of
the"Group conducted on cfr from flre properties.owned orused by any member of the

Group.
i,

"Financial Indebtedness!'means any indebtedness for or in respect of:
- :i. 1(a) monelis b<irrowed;

. 
-, 

',jj

(b) ,. any amount raised by acceptance under any acceptance credit facility or

demateriali ged..qguivalent;

(c) any amoqnt faised pursuant to any note purchase.facility or. the issue of bonds,

nqtes, debsntures, loan.stock or any similar instrumen[

. ,,:-. .. :..
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(d) the amount of any liabitity in respect of any lease or hire purchase contract

which would, in accordance with IFRS, be heated as a finance or capital

lease;

(e) receivables sold or discounted (other than any receivables to the extent they

are sold on a non-necourse basis);

(0 any amount raised under any other tansaction (including any forward sale or
purchase agreement) having the commercial effect of a borrowing;

(g) any derivative tansaction entered into in connection with protection against

or benefit from fluctuation in any rate or price (and, when calculating the

value of any derivative transaction, only the marked to market value shall be

taken into account);

(h) any amount raised by the issue of redeemable shares;

(D any counter-indemnity obligation in respect of a guarantee, indemnity, bond,

standby or documentary letter of credit or any other instrument issued by a
bank or financial institution; and

(t) the amount of any liability in respect of any guarantee or indemnity for any

of the items referred to in paragraphs (a) to (i) above.

"X'ixed Deposit Interest Rate" means interest rate on the fixed deposit for 6 months'

tenor declared by the Issuer.

"Group" means the Issuer and its Subsidiaries from time to time.

"Guarantee" means any obligation, contingent or otherwise, of any Person directly

or indirectly guaranteeing any Financial Indebtedness of any Person and any

obligation, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise, of such Person:

(a) to purchase or pay (or advance or supply funds for the purchase or payment

of) such Indebtedness of such Person (whether arisrng by virtue of
parbrership arangements, or by agreements to keep-well, to ptrchase assets,

goods, sectnities or senrices, to take-or-pay or to maintain financial statement

conditions or otherwise); or

(b) entered into for the purpose of asstring in any other manner the obligee of
such Indebtedness of the payment thereof or to protect such obligee against

loss in respect thereof (in whole or in part);

provided, however, that the term "guarantee" shall not include endorsements

for collection or deposit in the ordinary course of business. The term

"guarantee" used as a verb has a corresponding meaning. The term

"guarantor" shall mean any Person guaranteeing any obligation.

"Holder" has the meaning given in Condition a@) (Transfer).
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"Holding Company" means, in relation to a company, corporation or entity, any

other company, corporation or entity in respect of which it is a Subsidiary.

'fFRS," means the International Financial Reporting Standards (which are in effect

from time to time.

"Interest Costs" means, for any Relevant Period, the aggregate amount of the

accrued interest, commission, fees, discounts, prepaymentpenalties orpremiums and

other finance payments in respect of money borrowed by the Issuer whether paid,

payable or capitalised by the Issuer in respect of that Relevant Period.

"Interest Margin" is 2.00 percent per annum.

"Interest Payment Date" means the date interest payable by the Issuer on the Bond

to the Bondholders. First Interest Payment Date shall commence on the Issue Date

and ending on last Business Day of the sixth month and thereafter shall occtr after
every six months If any Interest Payment Dpte would otherwise fall on a day which
is not a business day, the date on which payment shall be made shall be the next

Business Day However, last Interest Payment Date shall be the Maturity Date.

"Interest Period" means each period beginning on (and including) the Issue Date or
any Interest Payment Date and ending on (but excluding) the next Interest Payment

Date.

"Interest Range" means 7.00% and capped at9.00Yo per annum at all times.

"Interest Rate" for any Interest Period means the aggregate of the Interest Margin

and the Benchmark Rate on the relevant Interest Rate Determination Date for such

Interest Period.

"Interest Rate Determination Date" for any Interest Period, means 7 Business Days

prior to an Interest Period. However, first Interest Rate Determination Date shall be

immediately preceding Business Day of the Issue Date;

"fssue Date" has the meaning given in Condition6 (Interest).

"Market Disruption Event" means at or about on the Interest Rate Determination

Date for the relevant Interest Period the Benchmark Rate is not available.

"Material Adverse Effect" means a material adverse effect on the business,

conditions (financial or other-wise), operations, performance, assets or prospects of
(i) the Issuer or the Group (taken as a whole) or (ii) the ability of the Issuer to perform

its obligations under the Bond Documents; or the legality, validity or enforceability

of any or all of the Bond Documents or any or all of the rights or remedies of any of
the Trustee or the Bondholders under any or all of the Bond Documents.

"Maturity Date" means
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"Month" means a period starting on one day in a calendar month and ending on the

numerically corresponding day in the next calendar month, excep that:

(a) if the numerically corresponding day is not a Business Day, that period shall

end on the next Business Day in that calendar month in which that period is to

end if there is one, or if there is not, on the immediately preceding Business

Day; and

(b) if there is no numerically corresponding day in the calendar month in which

that period is to end, that period shall end on the last Business Day in that

calendar month.

The above rules will only apply to the last Month of any period.

"Person" means any individual, corporation, parfixership, limited liability company,

joint venture, association, joint-stock company, trust, unincorporated organisation,

government or any agency or political subdivision thereof or any other entity.

"Privatb Commercial Banks" means the scheduled banks in Bangladesh who are

engaged incommercial bankingbusiness after obtaining license fromthe Bangladesh

Bank under the Bank Company Act 1991 excluding the scheduled banks who are

engaged in banking business solely on islami shariah base.

"Record l)ate" means the date on which the Issuer has notified its shareholders as

required under the Companies Act of Bangladesh 1994 (Act no. 18 of 1994) as the

record date or other due date for the establishment of any entiflement to receive any

dividend or other distribution declared, paid or made, or any rights granted, in respect

of its Shares.

"Redemption Date" has the meaning specified in Condition 8 (B) (Scheduled

Redemption).

"Redemption Instalments" has the meaning specified in Condition 8 (B) (Scheduled

Redemptton).

"Register" has the meaning given in Condition 3(A) (Form and Denominatton).

"Relevant Period" meafft each period of 6 months ending on the last day of any

financial half year of any financial year of the Issuer.

"Security Interest" means:

(a) a mortgage, charge, pledge, lien or other encumbrance securing any

obligation of any person;

(b) any arrangement under which money or claims to money, or the benefit of, a

bank or other accourt may be applied, set off or made toa
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combination of accounts so as to effect discharge of any sum owed or payable

to any percon; or

(c) any other type of preferential arrangement (including any title tansfer and

retention arrangement) having a similar effect.

"Senior Creditors" has the meaning given in Condition2 (Status).

"Shares" means the fully paid up shares of the Issuer.

"Social Law" means any law, rule or regulation (including international treaty

obligations) applicable in Bangladesh concerning (i) labour, (ii) social security, (iii)
the regulation of industrial relations (between goverrment, employers and

employees), (iv) the protection of occupational as well as public health and safety,

(v) the regulation of public participation, (vi) the protection and regulation of
ownership of land rights (both formal and fraditional), immovable goods and

intellectual and cultural property rights, (vii) the protection and empowerment of
indigenous peoples or ethnic groups, (viii) the protection, restoration and promotion

of cultural heritage, (ix) all other laws, rules and regulations providing for the

protection of employees and citizens.

"Subscription Agreement" means each subscripion agreement dated on or about

the date of the Trust Deed entered into between the Issuer and the respective holders

of the Bonds.

"Subsidiary" means, in relation to any company, corporation or entity, a company,

corporation or entity:

(a) which is controlled, directly or indirectly, by the fust-mentioned company,

corporation or entity;

(b) more than half of the issued share capital of or equity interest in which is

beneficially owned, directly or indirecfly, by the first-mentioned company,

corporation or entity; or

(c) which is a Subsidiary of another Subsidiary of the first-mentioned company,

corporation or entity,

and for this purpose, a company, corporation or entity shall be treated as being

controlled by another if that other company, corporation or entity is able to direct its

affairs and/or to contol the composition of its board of directors or equivalent body.

"Tier I Capital" means the core capital of the Issuer as construed under the Basel

Capital Accord and as implemented under the laws of Bangladesh and currently

consisting of the aggregate of the paid-in share capital, disclosed reseroes (which are

made up of capital surplus and retained earnings) and, certain innovative
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after deducting from that aggregate, intangible assets and equity investments in
unconsolidated banking and financial institutions.

"Tier 2 Capital" means the supplemental capital of the Issuer as construed under the

Basel Capital Accord and as implemented under the laws of Bangladesh.

Status

The Bonds shall constitute direct, subordinated, unconditional and (subject to
Condition 5 (Covenanfs)) unsecured obligations of the Issuer and shall at all times

runk pari passu and without any preference or priority among themselves. The

payment obligations of the Issuer in respect of the Bonds (whether on account of
principal, interest or otherwise) will be subordinated to all unsubordinated payment

obligations of the Issuer in the manner described below but will rankpari passuwith
all other subordinated payment obligations of the Issuer which do not rank or are not

expressed by their terms to rank junior to the payment obligations of the Issuer under

the Bonds and in priority to all claims of shareholders of the Issuer.

The rights of the holders of Bonds against the Issuer (including for principal and

interest) are subordinated and junior in right of payment to its obligations (a) to its
depositorg (b) under bankers' acceptances and letters ofcredit issued by the Issuer,

(c) to Senior Creditors (including the Bangladesh Bank and the Deposit Insurance

Trust Fund). In the event of any insolvency, receivership, conservatorship,

reorganisation, readjustment of debt or similar proceedings or any liquidation or

winding up of or relating to the Issuer, whether voluntary or involuntary, all such

obligations of the Issuer shall be entitled to be paid in full before any payment shall

be made to the Bondholders in respect. of the Bonds. In the event of any such

proceedings, after payment in full of all sums owing on such prior obligations, the

Bondholders and any other payment required to be made to a creditor in respect of
indebtedness which ranks or.is expressed to rurfr-pari passz with the Bonds, shall be

entitled to be paid from the remaining assets of the Issuer, the unpaid principal

thereof and any unpaid premium (if any) and interest before any payment or other

distribution, whether in cash, property or otherwise, shall be made on account of any

capital stock or any obligations of the Issuer ranking junior to the Bonds. Nothing

herein shall impair the obligation of the Issuer, which is absolute and unconditional,

to pay the principal of and any premium and interest on the Bonds according to these

Conditions. For this purpose, "Senior Creditors" shall mean creditors of the Issuer

(including depositors) other than creditors in respect of indebtedness where, by the

terms of such indebtedness, the claims of the holders of that indebtedness rank or ile
expressed to runkpari passu with, or junior to, the claims of the Bondholders.
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The Bonds are not a deposit and are not insured by the Deposit Insurance Scheme as

per The Bank Deposit Insurance Act 2000. The Bonds are ineligible for as collateral
for a loan by the Issuer.

Each Bondholder unconditionally and irrevocably waives any right of set-off,

counterclaim, abatement or other similar remedy which it might otherwise have,

under the laws of any jurisdiction, in respect of such Bond. No collateral is or will
be given for the payment obligations urder the Bonds and any collateral that may

have been or may in the future be given in connection with other indebtedness of the

Issuer shall not secure the payment obligations under the Bonds.

Sponsor shareholders of the Issuer or their Affiliate are ineligible for subscripion or
purchase ofBonds.

X'orm, Denomination and Title

(A) Form and Denomination

The Bonds, (each, a "series") are issued in registered form in a minimum
denomination of BDT 10,000,000.00 (Taka Ten Million) and integral multiples

thereof. The Bonds shall be issued in dematerialised form as per the CDBL Bye Laws

and the Issuer shall apply to the respective stock exchange(s) for listing in the

Alternative Trading Board (ATB) immediately from the date of availing ATB
facilities under the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (Alternative

Trading System) Rules, 2019 and respective regulations of the stock exchange(s) in

this regard.

(B) Title

Title to the Bonds passes only by transfer and registation in the Register. A
registered Bondholder shall (except as otherwise required by law) be treated as the

ahsolute owner of such Bond for all purposes (whether or not it is overdue and

regardless of any notice of ownership, trust or any other interest therein,

Tlansfers of Bonds

(A) Transfer of Bonds in dematefializedform ut Per CDBL Bye Laws

ABond may be tansferred to another Person in Bangladesh (a "tansfenee") in the

CDBL System upon initiation and upon issuance of a duly completed Transfer

Request Form 14 to CDBL as referred to under Bye Law 11.5 under the CDBL Bye

Laws. On receipt of a valid Transfer Request Form 14, the Participant or CDBL, in

the case of Direct Accounts, shall enter a Transaction into the CDBL System in

accordance with the User Manual. On the Settlement Date specified in the

Transaction, the Bonds will be debited from the balance in the delivering Account
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and credited to the receiving Account. For the purpose of this paragraph, the
following definitions shall mean:

i. (CDBL System" means all systems and application programs relevant to the
operations of CDBL including all of the computer hardware and software
maintained and used by CDBL and the software used by a Participant, or an

Issuer or his agent to communicate with the CDBL System;

ii. "CDBL Participant" means any Person entifled to participate in CDBL
under the CDBL Bye Laws;

iii. "Settlement" means the completion of a Transaction by delivery of Bonds
from one Account to another;

iv. "Settlement l)ate" means a Business Day when the Settlement of a

Transaction is due to take place;

v. "Thansaction' means any transaction in the CDBL System which causes a

debit or credit to be made to anAccount which may be effected by:

(a) an electonic message, or

(b) a set of electonic messages of a kind specified by CDBL for use in the

CDBL System;

vi. "User Manual" means the CDBL User Mantral issued by CDBL for the

Issuer as amended from time to time;

(B) Register

The Registrar or CDBL will maintain an authoritative Register in respect of the

Bonds.. In these Conditions, the "Holder" of a Bond means the person in whose

name such Bond is for the time being registered in the Register (or, in the case of a
joint holding, the first named thereof) and "Bondholder" shall be construed

accordingly. The Register shallbr- primafacie evidence of any matter in relation to

the rights under the Bonds. Bondholders and the Trustee shall be entitled to inspect

the Register and take copies there from upon payment of fees as may be prescribed

by the Issuer from time to time.

(C) Closed Periods

Bondholders may not require transfers to be registered:

(D within l5 (fifteen) Business Days of the due date for any payment of principal

or interest in respect of the Bonds, save in the case of a payment which falls

due as a result of an Event of Default; or
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(ii) in the case of a payment of principal or interest as a result of an Event of
Default, during the period from the later of (i) l5 (fifteen) Business Days prior
to the due date of such payment and (ii) the date on which the Trustee provides

a notice pursuant to Conditionl0 (Events of Defau#) to and including the due

date for such payment of principal or interest; or

(iiD on the due date for any payment of principal or interest in respect of such

Bond.

5. Covenants

(i)

As long as any of the Bonds remains outstanding (and, for the avoidance of doubt, a

Bond is outstanding as long as it has not been redeemed in full notwithstanding that

it has become due) or any amount is outstanding to the Trustee or any Bondholder
under any Bond Document, the Issuer undertakes to each of the Trustee and the

Bondholders that it shall comply with the provisions of this Condition 5.

(A) Negative Pledge

The Issuer shall not (and the Issuer shall ensure that no other member of the

Group shall) without the prior approval of the Bondholders create or permit

to subsist any Security Interest over any of its assets.

(ii) Condition s(AXi) above does not apply to any Security Interest arising in the

ordinary course of business.

(B) Disposals

(D The Issuer shall not (and the Issuer shall ensure that no other member of the

Group shall) without the prior approval ofthe Bondholders, enter into a single

transaction or a series of transactions (whether related or not) and whether

voluntary or involuntary to sell, lease, transfer or otherwise dispose of any

asset.

(ii) Condition 5(BXD above does not apply to any sale, lease, transfer or other

disposal made in the ordinary course of business of the disposing entity.

(C) Financial Indebtedness

1i; The Issuer shall not (and the Issuer shall ensure that no other member of the

Group shall) incur, create or permit to subsist or have outstanding any

Financial Indebtedness or enter into any agreement or ilrangement whereby

it is entitled to incur, create or permit to subsist any Financial Indebtedness.

(ii) Condition s(CXi) above does not apply to any Financial
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(a) incurred in the ordinary course of business; and/or

(b) arising under the Bonds Documents.

(D) Change of Basiness

The Issuer shall procure that no substantial change is made to the general nature of
the business of the Issuer or the Group from that carried on at the Issue Date.

(E) Arms'lengthtransactions

The Issuer shall not (and the Issuer shall ensure that no member of the Group shall)

enter into any transaction, agreement or arrangement with any of its Affrliates other

than on arm's length basis.

(F) General Undertahings

(i) Authorisations

The Issuer shall promptly:

obtain, comply with and do all that is necessary to maintain in full
force and effect; and

(b) supply to the Trustee certified copies of,

any Authorisation required under any law or regulation of its jurisdiction of
incorporation to enable it to perfornr its obligations under the Bond

Documents to which it is aparty (or any ofthem) and/orto ensure the legality,

validity, enforceability or admissibility in evidence in its jurisdiction of
incorporation of any Bond Document to which it is a party.

(iD Compliance with laws

(a) The Issuer shall, and the Issuer shall ensure that each member of the

Group shall, comply in all respects with all laws to which it is subject

(including, without limitation, the requirements and guidelines of the

Bangladesh Bank with respect to capital adequacy), if failure so to

comply would, or could reasonably be expected to, have a Material

Adverse Effect.

(iii)

0) The Issuer shall comply with the Rules so far it is applicable for the Issuer.

Insurance

The lssuer shall (and the Issuer shall ensure that each other the

Group shal) maintain insurances on and in relation to its and assets

p8a(tuil)
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with reputable underwriters or insurance companies against those risks and

to the extent as is usual for companies carrying on the same or substantially
similar business.

(iv) Corporate Governance

The Issuer shall (and the Issuer shall ensure that each member of the Group
shall) in all material respects with the corporate governance guidelines set out
by the Bangladesh Bank and Bangladesh Securities and Exchange

Commission.

(v) Taration and claims

The Issuer shall (and the Issuer shall ensure that each other member of the

Group shall) duly and punctually pay and discharge all Taxes imposed upon

it or its assets within the time period allowed without incurring penalties, save

to the extent that (l) payment is being contested in good faith, (2) adequate

reseryes are being maintained for those Taxes and (3) payment can be

lawtully withheld.

(vi) Environmental Compliance

The Issuer shall (and the Issuer shall ensure that each other member of the

Group shall) comply in all material respects with all existing Environmental

Law and obtain and maintain any Environmental Permits.

(vii) Social Law Compliance

The Issuer shall (and the Issuer shall ensure that each other member of the

Group shall) comply in all material respects with all existing Social Law.

Furthermore, the Issuer shall use its best efforts to act in accordance with the

stricter of the Core Labour Standards and the Social Law.

(viii) Maintenance of and access to books and records and inspection

(l) The Issuer shall, and the Issuer shall procure that each other member

of the Group shall, maintain books and records (with respect to itself
and its business) in good order.

(2) The Issuer shall ensure thatthe representatives, agents and/or advisers

of the Trustee shall be allowed, subject to confidentiality obligations

under applicable law, to have access to the assets, books, records and

premises (including access to view any physical assets which are the

subject of any Security Interest) of each member of the and to
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inspect the same during normal business hours (at the experurc of the
Issuer) upon reasonable notice.

(3) The Issuer shall ensure that the officers of each member of the Group
shall, upon reasonable notice, be available to discuss in good faith the
affairs of such member of the Group with the Trustee and/or its
representatives, agents and/or advisers.

(G) Undertahings to Comply wilh Bangbdesh BanhAuthorisation

It will at all times comply with the terms of the BB Approval and the
provisions of the Guidelines on Subordinated Debt issued by the Bangladesh
Bank (including maintaining any required Bangladesh Bank rating and/or

rating gr:ade of the Bonds and/or the Issuer);

(H) Informaion Comply with Bangladesh BankAuthorisation and Providing
Informolion

It shall supply to the Bondholders the statements and documents, except those

published in the website of the issuer as per local regulations, as follows on

requisition by the bondholders (with a copy to the Trustee) if it does not

contradict with the laws of land and policy of the issuer:

(a) all documents dispatched by the Issuer to its shareholders and/or

creditors (or any class of them);

(b) not earlier than 30 days after the end of each calendar quarter, the

unaudited consolidated quarterly management accotrnts of the Issuer;

(c) not earlier than 60 days after the end of each calendar year, the

unaudited consolidated annual management accounts of the Issuer;

and

(d) within 90 days after the end of each financial year, the audited

consolidated annual accounts ofthe Issuer;

(D C o mp lianc e C e rtifrc ate

The Issuer shall provide to the Trustee (a) within l0 Business Days of any

request by the Trustee and (b) at the time of the despatch to the Bondholders

of its accounts pursuant to Condition 5(fD (d), the Compliance Certificate,

signed by trvo Authorised Signatories (as defined in the Trust Deed) of the

Issuer certi$ing that up to a specified date not earlier than seven days prior

to the date of such certificate (the "Certified Date") the Issuer has complied

with its obligations under the Bonds and the Trust Deed (of if is not the
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case, giving details of the circumstances of such non-compliance) and that as

at such date there did not exist nor had there existed at any time prior thereto
since the Certified Date in respect of the previous such certificate (or, in the

case of the first such certificate, since the Issue Date) any Event of Default or
other matter which would affect the Issuer's ability to perform its obligations
under the Bonds and the Trust Deed or (if such is not the case) speciffing the

same.

6. Interest

g

(D

(A) Calculation of Interest

The Bonds bear interest from the Issue Date at the Applicable Interest Rate

on the principal amount of the Bonds. Interest is payable in arears on each

Interest Payment Date. The Trustee shall notiS the Bondholders in
accordance with Condition 15 (Notices) the Applicable Interest Rate for an

Interest Period on the Interest Rate Determination Date. Interest will be paid

on actual number of days divided by 365, irrespective of a leap year. Based

on the calculation of the Benchmark Rate and the Interest Margin, Interest

Rate for the initial Interest Period for the Bonds will be (_% + 2.00

Yo)= oh per arulum. The Interest Rate will be re-fixed semi-annually

based on the determination of Benchmark Rate.

(ii) Each Bond will cease to bear interest from the due date for redemption thereof

unless payment of the full amount due in accordance with Condition 8

(Redemptton, Purchase and Cancellation) is improperly withheld or refused

or default is otherwise made in respect of any such payment. In such event,

interest will continue to accrue at the Default Interest Rate specified in
Condition 7 (G) (Default Interest Rate and Delay In Paynenr) hereto above

the rate aforesaid (after as well as before any judgment) up to but excluding

the date on which all sums due in respect of any Bond are received by or on

behalf of the relevant holder.

(iiD If interest is required to be paid in respect of a Bond on any date other than

an Interest Payment Date, it shall be calculakd by applyrng the Interest Rate

to the outstanding principal amount of such Bond, multiplying the product by

the relevant Day Count Fraction and rounding the resulting figure to the

nearest taka (half a taka being rounded upwards), where "I)ay Count

Fraction" means, in respect of any period for which interest is to be

calculated, the actual number of days in the relevant period divided by 365

(irrespective of Leap year).
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(B) Market Disruption Event
If a Market Disruption Event occurs in relation to a Bond for any Interest

Period, then the Benchmark Rate will be determined by the Trustee in
consultation with the Issuer. If such rate is unavailable, then the Issuer shall

negotiate in good faith with the Trustee in order to arrive at a mutual

agreement upon the Applicable Interest Rate. However, if the Issuer and

Trustee is unable to arrive at an agreed rate within 2 (t'wo) Business Days of
negotiation the Benchmark Rate of the previous Interest Period shall be

applicable as Benchmark Rate for the said Interest Period.

Payments

(A) Principal
Payment of principal, premium (if any) and interest will be made by transfer

to the registered account of the Bondholder or by a BDT cheque drawn on a

bank that processes payments in BDT mailed to the registered address of the

Bondholder if it does not have a registered account. The Trustee on behalf of
the Issuer or if necessary the Issuer shall need to give an intimation to CDBL
for making necessary updates in the CDBL System and the respective BO

Accounts by reducing the balances against such payments, payments of
principal and premium (if any) and payments of interest due otherwise than

on an lnterest Payment Date Interest on Bonds due on an Interest Payment

Date will be paid to the holder shown on the Register at the close of business

on the Record Date. For the purposes of this Condition, a Bondholder's

"registered account" means the BDT account maintained by or on behalf of
it with a bank that processes payments in BDT, details of which appear on the

Register at the close of business, in the case of principal and premium (if any)

and interest due otherwise than on an Interest Payment Date, on the second

Business Day before the due date for payment and, in the case of interest due

on an Interest Payment Date, on the relevant Record Date, and a

Bondholder's "rcgistered addness" means its address appearing on the

Register at that time.

(B) Interest
Payments of interest shall be made by the payment of clear funds in the

registered accormt of the Bondholders and(in the case of interest payable on

redemption) upon giving an intimation to CDBL for making necessary

updates in the CDBL System and the respective BO Accounts..

(C) Payments subject to applicabk laws

All payments in respect ofthe Bonds are subject in all cases to any applicable

laws and regulations of Bangladesh, but without to the provisions
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8.

of Condition l0 (Events of Default). No commissions or expenses shall be

charged to the Bondholders in respect of such payments.
(D) Payments on Business Days

Payments will be made by Issuer(a) (in the case of payments of principal and

interest payable on redemption) on the due date for payment A holder of a
Bond shall not be entifled to any interest or other payment in respect of any
delay in payment resulting from the due date for a payment not being a
Business Day.

(E) Partial payments

If the Paying Agent makes a partial payment in respect of any Bond, the

Issuer shall procure that the amount and date of such payment are noted on

the Register and, in the case of partial payment upon presentation of a Bond
Certificate, ttrat a statement indicating the amourt and the date of such

payment is endorsed on the relevant Bond Certificate.

(F) Record date

Each payment in respect of a Bond will be made to the person shown as the

holder in the Register at the close of business on the day that is ten Business

Days before the due date for such payment (the "Record Date").

(G) Delouk Interest Rote and Delay In Payment

If the Issuer fails to pay any sum in respect of the Bonds within 30 days when

the same becomes due and payable, Issuer shall pay Default Interest Rate for

the default period.

Redemption, Purchase and Cancellation

(A) Redcmption

On any scheduled redemption of the Bonds (in whole or in part) pursuant to

Condition 8@) (Scftedule Redemption),the Issuer shall:

(a) accept for payment on a pro rata basis of Bonds or portions thereof
that are being redeemed in accordance with that Condition;

(b)

(c)

Btig
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pay to the respective Bondholder's registered account details of which
appears on the Register the amount sufficient to redeem all the Bonds

or portions thereof so accepted together with any interest thereon;
when issued in dematerialized form, give proper intimation to CDBL
for making necessary updates in the CDBL System and the respective
BO Accounts for reducing the balances against such redemptions;
and
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(d) Incremental charge at the rute of 2Yoper annum payable by the Issuer
to the Bondholders above the amount to be paid by the Issuer to the
Bondholders on the Redemption Date for failure of the Issuer to make
payment to the Bondholders on the Redemption Date.

(B) Scheduled redemption

Unless previously redeemed, or purchased and cancelled as specified in this
Condition 8, each Bond shall be redeemed in the amount of each Redemption

Instalment as specified below on the following Redemption Dates on a pro

rata basis:

r*fi?rliilffinrEfiq

20 percent. of the aggregate principal amourt of
the Bonds

20 percent. of the aggregatr principal amount of
the Bonds

20 percent. of the aggregate principal amount of
the Bonds

20 percent. of the aggregate principal amount of
the Bonds

pc(ReE)
cEo

End of 366 month
from the Issue
Date

End of 486 month
from the Issue
Date

End of 60fr month
from the Issue
Date

Endof 72"d month
from the Issue
Date

all of the remaining aggregate principal amount of Maturity Date
the Bonds

The Redemption Instalment stated above cannot be changed or amended

without prior approvat of the Bangladesh Bank and consent of the Issuer. If
any redemption date would otherwise fall on a day which is not a business

day, the date on which payment shall be made shall be the next business day

and the last redemption amount shall be on the Maturity Date.

(C) Early Redemption

No features for early redemption or prepayment or redemption at the option

of the Issuer are allowed for the Bonds during its tenor.
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9. Taxation

All payments made by the Issuer under or in respect ofthe Bonds and the Trust Deed
will be made free from any restriction or condition and be made without deduction
or withholding for or on account of any present or future ta:<es, duties, assessments

or govemmental charges of whatever nahre imposed or levied by or on behalf of
Bangladesh or any authority thereof or therein having power to tax, unless deduction
or withholding of such tanes, duties, assessments or govemmental charges is
compelled by law. In such event, the Issuer will pay such additional amounts (the

"Additional TaxAnounts") as will result in the receipt by the Bondholders of the

net amounts after such deduction or withholding equal to the amounts which would
otherwise have been receivable by them had no such deduction or withholding been

required except that no such additional amount shall be payable in respect of any

Bond to a holder (or to a third party on behalf of a holder) who is subject to such

taxes, duties, assessments or govemmental charges in respect of such Bond by reason

of his having some connection with Bangladesh otherwise than merely by holding

the Bond or by the receipt of amounts in respect of the Bond.

References in these Conditions to principal and premium (if any) shall be deemed

also to refer to any additional amounts which may be payable under this Condition

or any undertaking or covenant given in addition thereto or in substitution there for
pursuant to the Trust Deed.

10. Events of Default

(A) Events of Default

The Trustee at its sole discretion may, and if so requested in writing by the

holders of not less than 662hpercent in principal amount of the Bonds then

outstanding or if so directed by an Extraordinary Resolution shall (subject to

being indemnified and/or secured by the holders to its satisfaction), give

notice to the Issuer that the Bonds are, and they shall accordingly thereby

become, immediately due and repayable at their principal amount and any

accrued interest (due and unpaid) if:

(D Non-Payment: adefault is made in the payment of any principal or in

the payment of any interest due remain unpaid for thirty days from

the due date in respect of the Bonds;

(iD Breach of Other Obligations: the Issuer does not perform or comply

with one or more of its other obligations in the Bonds or the Trust

Deed which default is incapable of remedy or, if in the opinion of the

Trustee capable of remedy, is not in the opinion of the Trustee
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(RoU)
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Company 16.

remedied within 90 days after written notice of such default shall have
been given to the Issuer by the Trustee;

Misrepresentation: any representation or statement made or deemed

to be made by the Issuer in any Bond Document or any other
document delivered by or on behalf of the Issuer under or in
connection with any Bond Document is or proves to have been

incorrect or misleading in any material respect when made or deemed

to be made;

Insolvency: the Issuer is insolvent or bankrupt or unable to pay its
debts, stops, suspends or threatens to stop or suspend payment of all
or a material part of (or of a particular tlpe of) its debts, proposes or
makes a general assignment or an arangement or composition with
or for the benefit of the relevant creditors in respect of any of such

debts of the Issuer; an administrator or liquidator of the Issuer is
appointed (or application for any such appoinftnent is made);

Cross-Default: (a) any other present or future indebtedness (whether

actual or contingent) of the Issuer for or in respect of moneys

borrowed or raised becomes due and payable prior to its stated

maturity by reason of any event of default or the like (howsoever

described), or (b) any such indebtedness is not paid when due or, as

the case may be, within any applicable grace period, or (c) the Issuer

fails to pay when due any amount payable by it turder any present or

future guarantee for, or indemnity in respect oq any moneys borrowed

or raised, provided that the aggregate amount of the relevant

indebtedness, guarantees and indemnities in respect of which one or

more of the events mentioned above in this paragraph (iv) have

occurred equals or exceeds BDT or its
equivalent in any other currency on the day on which such

indebtedness becomes due and payable or is not paid or any such

amount becomes due and payable or is not paid under any such

guarantees or indemnity;

Winding-up: an order is made or an effective resolution passed for the

winding-up or dissolution or administration of the Issuer or the Issuer

ceases or threatens to cease to carry on all or a material part of ir
business or operations, except for the purpose of and followed by a

reconstruction, 4malgamation, reorganisation, merger or

consolidation on terms approved by the Trustee or by an

Extraordinary Resolution of the Bondholders;
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(vii) Governmentol Intertention: by or under the authority of any

govemment or of the Bangladesh Bank (as the case may be) (a) the

management of the Issuer is wholly or partially displaced; or (b) the

authority of the Issuer in the conduct of its business is wholly or
partially curtailed; or (c) any of the Shares of the Issuer or any

material part of its assets is seized, nationalised, expropriated or

acquired;

(viii) Repudiation: it rescinds or ptrports to rescind or repudiates or
purports to repudiate a Bond Document or evidences an intention to

rescind or repudiate a Bond Document.

(ix) Illegality: it is or will become unlawful for the Issuer to perform or

complywith any one ormore of its obligations under any ofthe Bonds

or the Trust Deed;

(x) Material Adverse Change: any event or circumstance (or any series

of events or circumstances) occurs which the Trustee reasonably

believes might have a Material Adverse Effect; or

The Bonds shall automatically bear interest from (and including) the date of
the occurrence of any such event at the Default Interest Rate. The Trustee

shall notifr the Bondholders in accordance with Condition 13 not less than 3

business days after it has become aware of an Event of Default that the

Default Interest Rate has taken effect.

11. Enforcement

(A) Pruceeding

At any time after the Bonds have become due and repayable, the Trustee may,

at its sole discretion and without firrther notice, take such proceedings against

the Issuer as it may think fit to enforce repayment of the Bonds and to enforce

the provisions of the Trust Deed, but it will not be bound to take any such

proceedings unless (a) it shall have been so requested in writing by the

holders of not less than 662h percentin principal amount of the Bonds then

outstanding or shall have been so directed by an Extaordinary Resolution of
the Bondholders and (b) it shall have been indemnified and/or secured to its

satisfaotion. No Bondholder will be entitled to proceed directly against the

Issuer unless the Trustee, having become bound to do so, fails to do so within

a reasonable period and such failure shall be continuing.
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(B) Application of Moneys

All moneys recovered by the Trustee in respect of the Bonds or amounts

payable under the Trust Deed will be held by the Trustee on tnrst to apply

them (subject to the terms of the Trust Deed):

(a) first, in payment or satisfaction of the costs, charges, expenses and

liabilities incurred by, or other amounts owing to, the Trustee in
relation to the preparation and execution of the Trust Deed (including

remuneration of the Trustee) agreed between the Trustee and the

Issuer but not paid by the Issuer;

(b) secondly,

in or towards payment pari passu and rateably of all arrears of interest

remaining due and unpaid in respect of the Bonds;

(c) thirdly, in or towards payment pari passu and rateably of all principal

remaining due and unpaid in respect.of the Bonds; and

(d) fourthly, the balance (if any) in payment to the Issuer for itself.

Meetings of Bondholders, Modification, Waiver and Substitution

(A) Meetings

The Trust Deed contains provisions for convening meetings of Bondholders

to consider any matter affecting their interests, including the sanctioning by

Extaordinary Resolution of a modification of the Bonds or the provisions of
the Trust Deed. The quonrm at any such meeting for passing an Extraordinary

Resolution will be two or more persons holding or representing over 662/t

percent in principal amount of the Bonds for the time being.outstanding or at

any adjoumed such meeting not less than 33 percent, in principal amount of
the Bonds for the time being outstanding. An Extaordinary Resolution

passed at any meeting of Bondholders witl be binding on all Bondholders,

whether or not they are present at the meeting. The Trust Deed provides that

a written resolution signed by or on behalf ofthe holders ofnot less than 662ls

percent of the aggregate principal amount of Bonds outstanding shall be as

valid and effective as a duly passed Extaordinary Resolution.

(B) ModificationandWaiver

The Trustee may agree, without the consent of the Bondholders, to (i) any

modification (except as mentioned in Condition 12(A) (Meetings) above) to,

or the waiver or authorisation of any breach or proposed breach of, these

(Rotd)
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Conditions or the Trust Deed which is not, in the opinion of the Trustee,

materially prejudicial to the interests of the Bondholders or (ii) any

modification to the Bonds or the Trust Deed which, in the Trustee's opinion,

is of a formal, minor or technical nature or to correct a manifest error or to

comply with mandatory provisions of law. Any such modification, waiver or

authorisation will be binding on the Bondholders and, unless the Trustee

agrees otherwise, any such modifications will be notified by the Issuer to the

Bondholders asi soon as practicable thereafter.

(C) Interests of Bondholders

In connection with the exercise of its functions (including but not limited to
those in relation to any proposed modification, authorisation, waiver or

substitution) the Trustee shall have regard to the interests of the Bondholders

as a class and shall not have regard to the consequences ofsuch exercise for
individual Bondholders and the Trustee shall not be entitled to require, nor

shall any Bondholder be entitled to claim, from the Issuer or the Trustee, any

indemnification or payment in respect of any tax consequences of any such

exercise upon individual Bondholders except to the extent provided for in
Condition 9 (Taxation) and/or any undertakings given in addition thereto or

in substitution there for pursuant to the Trust Deed.

(D) Certifuates/Reports

Any certificate or report of any expert or other person called for by or
provided to the Trustee (whether or not addressed to the Trustee) in
accordance with or for the purposes of these Conditions or the Trust Deed

may tre relied upon by the Trustee as suffrcient evidence of the facts therein

(and shall, in absence of manifest error, be conclusive and binding on all
parties) notwithstanding that such certificate or report and/or engagement

letter or other document entered into by the Trustee and/or the Issuer in
connection therewith contains a monetary or other limit on the liability of the

relevant expert or penion in respect thereof.

In the event of the pqssing of an Extraordinary Resolution in accordance with

Condition 12(A) (Meetings), a modification, waiver or authorisation tn

accordance with Condition 12(B)(Modifications and Waiver) the Issuer will
procure that the Bondholders be notiJied in accordance wtth Condition 15.

Sena lGlyan
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13. Audits and Accounts

The Trustee may or if requested by the Bondholders through a Written Resolution,

inspect or call for and inspect books ofaccounts, records, register ofthe Issuer and

the trust property to the extent necessary for discharging its obligation. Subject to

Written Resolution of the Bondholders the Trustee may appoint an auditor for such

inspection of books and accounts of the Issuer. Auditor so appointed shall submit a

report to the Trustee on such terms and conditions and within such period as the

Bondholders in their Written Resolution decide but not exceeding 120 days of their

appointment. Such report of the auditor shall form part of the annual report of the

Issuer. Report of the auditor so appointed shall be prepared in accordance with Clause

13.2 of the Trust Deed. All costs and expenses for appointnent of the Auditor shall

be on account of the Issuer provided the Trustee shall agree with the Issuer about fees

and expenses of the auditor so appointed.

Notices

All notices are validly given if:

(i) mailed to the Bondholders at their respective addresses in the Register; or

(iD emailed to the Bondholders at their respective addresses set out in the Issuer

Register provided that such notices will only be considered as validly given

unless followed up Wttt hard copies of the notices being mailed to the

Bondholders or published for three consecutive days in a leading newspaper

as aforesaid.

Any such notice shall be deemed to have been given on the third day after being so

mailed or on the later of the date of such publications.

Indemnification

The Trust Deed contains provisions for the indemnification of the Trustee and for its

relief from responsibility, including provisions relieving it from taking proceedings

to enforce repayment unless indemnified to its satisfaction. The Trustee is entitled to

enter into business transactions with the Issuer and any entity related to the Issuer

without accounting for any profit.

14.

15.
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16.

17.

ffi

Inconsistency

In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of any Bond Document and

the Rules, the latter shall prevail.

Goveming Law

These Conditions and the Trust Deed and all non-contactual obligations arising from
or connected with them are governed by, and shall be construed in accordance with,
the laws of Bangladesh.

18. Arbitration

Any dispute arising from or in connection with this Trust Deed or the Conditions
(including a dispute relating to non-contactual obligations arising from or in
connection with this Trust Deed and/or these Conditions, or a dispute regarding the

existence, validity or termination of the Conditions and/or this Trust Deed or the

consequences of their nullity) (the "Dispute') between the Issuer and the Trustee or

between Issuer and the Bondholders or between Trustee and the Bondholders shall

be settled by arbitation in accordance with the provisions of the Arbitration Act
2001. Each party shall appoint its arbitrator and the arbitrators shall appoint chairman

of the arbitral tribunal. Venue of arbitration shall be at Dhaka. Unless otherwise

decided by the arbitral tibunal, each party to an arbitation proceeding shall bear

their respective costs of arbitation.

t@)
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SCIIEDULE 2

Pnovrsroxs X'on MnnrINGs Or BoxnnoLDERs

Btig

1. Delinitions

&

In this Trust Deed and the Conditions, the following expressions have the fotlowing
meanmgs:

"Block Voting Instruction" means, in relation to any Meeting, a document in the
English language issued by the Trustee:

(a) Certifring that each registered holder of certain specified Bonds (each a
"Relevant Bond") or a duly authorised person on its behalf has instructed the

Trustee that the votes attributable to each Relevant Bond held by it are to be

cast in a particular way on each resolution to be put to the Meeting and in
each case that, during the period of 48 hours before the time fixed for the

Meeting, such instructions may not be amended or revoked;

(b) listing the total principal amount of the Relevant Bonds, distinguishing for
each resolution between those in respect of which instructions have been

given to vote for, or against, the resolution; and

(c) authorising a named individual or individuals to vote in respect of the

Relevant Bonds in accordance with such instructions;

(Bond Specific Matter" means, any matter that will affect the rights and interest of
the Bondholders including redemption, and early redemption;

"Chairman" means, in relation to any Meeting, the individual who takes the chair in
accordance with paragraph 6 (Chairman);

"Extraordinary Resolution" means a resolution passed at a Meeting duly convened

and held in accordance with this Schedule by a majority of not less than 662hpercefi

of the votes cast;

"X'orm of Proxy" means, in relation to any Meeting, a document in the English

language available from the Trustee signed by a Bondholder or, in the case 6f a
corporation, executed under its seal or signed on its behalf by a duly authorised officer

and delivered to the Trustee not later than 48 hours before the time fixed for such

Meeting, appointing a named individual or individuals to vote in respect of the Bonds

held by such Bondholder;

"Meeting" means a meeting of Bondholders (whether originally convened or resumed

following an adjournment);

(ReE)
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"Proxy" means, in relation to any Meeting, a person appointed to vote under a Block
Voting Instruction or a Form of Proxy other than:

(a) any such person whose appointment has been revoked and in relation to
whom the Trustee has been notified in writing of such revocation by the time
which is 48 hours before the time fixed for such Meeting; and

(b) any such person appointed to vote at a Meeting which has been adjoumed for
want of a quorum and who has not been re-appointed to vote at the Meeting
when it is resumed;

"Reserved Matter" means any proposal:

(a) to reduce or cancel the amount of principal or other amounts payable

on any date in respect of the Bonds;

o) to effect the exchange, conversion or substitution ofthe Bonds of such

series for, or the conversion of the Bonds of such series into shares,

bonds, or other obligations or securities of the Issuer or any other

person or body corporate formed or to be formed; or

(c) to change the quorum required at any Meeting or the majority
required to pass an Extraordinary Resolution with respect to any Bond

Specific Matters or to sign a Written Resolution or otherwise required

in respect of any matler that is expressed under any Bond Document

as requiring the consent or instructions of the Holders of atleast662/z

per cent. in aggregate outstanding principal amount of the Bonds;

"Relevant X'raction" means:

for all business including voting on an Extraordinary Resolution, more than

662hpercent;

provided, however, that, in the case of a Meeting which has resumed after

adjournment for want of a quorum, it means:

(i) for all business the fraction of the aggregate principal amount of the

outstanding Bonds represented or held by the Voters actually present at

the Meeting; and

(iD for voting on any Extraordinary Resolution, not less than 33 percent;

"Voter" means, in relation to any Meeting, a Proxy or (subject to paragraph 4 (Record

Date)) a Bondholder; provided, however, that (subject to paragraph 43 (Record Date))

any Bondholder which has appointed a Proxy

psc (RoH)
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Form of Proxy shall not be a "Voter" except to the extent that such appointnent has

been revoked and the Trustee notified in writing of such revocation at least 48 hours
before the time fixed for such Meeting;

"Voting Instruction" means, in relation to any Meeting, a document issued by the
Trustee:

(a) certiffing that each Holder of certain specified Bonds (each a "Releyant Bond")
or a duly authorised person on its behalf has instructed the Issuer that the votes

attributable to each Relevant Bond held by it are to be cast in a particular way
on each resolution to be put to the Meeting; and during the period of 48 hours

before the time fixed for the Meeting, such instructions may not be amended or
revoked;

(b) listing the total principal amount of the Relevant Bonds, distinguishing for each

resolution between those in respect of which instructions have been given to

vote for, or against, the resolution; and

(c) authorising a named individual or individuals to vote in respect of the Relevant

Bonds in accordance with such insfructions;

"Written Resolution" means a resolution in writing signed by or on behalf of [not
less than 662l3percent] of holders of Bonds who for the time being are entitled to

receive notice of a Meeting in accordance with the provisions of this Schedule,

whether contained in one document or several documents in the same form, each

signed by or on behalf of one or more such holders of the Bonds;

"24 hours" means a period of 24 hours including all or part of a day (disregarding for
this purpose the day upon which such Meeting is to be held) upon which banks are

open for business in both the place where the relevant Meeting is to be held and such

period shall be extended by one period or, to the extent necessary, more periods of 24

hours until there is included as aforesaid all or part of a day upon which banks are

open for business as aforesaid; and

"48 hours" means 2 consecutive periods of 24 hours.

Issue of Block Voting Instmctions and X'orms Of Proxy
The holder of a Bond may require the Trustee to issue a Block Voting Instruction by

delivering to the Trustee written instructions not later than 48 hours before the time

fixed for the relevant Meeting. Any holder of a Bond may obtain an uncompleted and

unexecuted Form of Proxy from the Trustee. A Block Voting Instruction and a Form

of Proxy cannot be outstanding simultaneously in respect of the same Bond.

Bds Gen p(ReE)
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Meetings

The Trust Deed contains provisions for convening meetings of Bondholders to
consider any matter affecting their interests, including the sanctioning by
Extaordinary Resolution of amodification of the Bonds orthe provisions ofthe Trust
Deed. The quorum at any such meeting for passing an Extraordinary Resolution will
be two or more persons holding or representing over 662Aper e,ent. in principal amount

of the Bonds for the time being outstanding or, at any adjourned such meeting being

or representing Bondholders, whatever the principal amount of the Bonds so held or
represented unless the business of such meeting includes consideration of proposals

relating inter alia to a Reserved Matter, in which case the quonrm for passing an

Extraordinary Resolution will be two or more persons holding or representing not less

than 75 per cent., or at any adjourned such meeting not less than 33 per cent., in
principal amount of the Bonds for the time being outstanding. An Extraordinary

Resolution passed at any meeting of Bondholders will be binding on all Bondholders,

whether or not they are present at the meeting. The Trust Deed provides that a written

resolution signed by or on behalf of the holders of not less than 75 percent of the

aggregate principal amount of Bonds outstanding shall be as valid and effective as a

duly passed Extraordinary Resolution.

Issue of Voting Instructions
The Holder of a Bond may require the Trustee to issue a Votirg Instnrction by

delivering to the Trustee written instructions not later than 48 hours before the time

fixed for the relevant Meeting.

Record Date

The Issuer may fix a record date for the purposes of any Meeting or any resumption

thereof following its adjoumment for want of a quorum provided that such record date

is not more than l0 days prior to the time fixed for such Meeting or (as the case may

be) its resumption. The person in whose ftrme a Bond is registered in the Register at

close of business on:the record date shall be deemed to be the Holder of such Bond

for the purposes of such Meeting, notwithstanding any subsequent tansfer of such

Bond or entries in the Register.

Convening of Meeting
The Issuer or the Trustee may convene a Meeting at any time, and the Trustee shall

be obliged to do so upon the request in writing of one or more Bondholders of a series

holding not less than one tenth of the aggregate principal amourt of the outstanding

Bonds of such series. Every Meeting shall be held on adate, and at a time and place,

approved by the Trustee.
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7 Notice
At least 2l days'notice (exclusive of the day on which the notice is given and of the
day on which the relevant Meeting is to be held) specifying the date, time and place

of the Meeting shall be given to the Bondholders (with a copy to the Issuer) where the

Meeting is convened by the Trustee or, where the Meeting is convened by the Issuer,

the Trustee. The notice shall set out the full text of any resolutions to be proposed

unless the Trustee agrees that the notice shall instead speciS the nature of the

resolutions without including the full text and shall state that a Bondholder may

appoint a Proxy either under a Block Voting Instruction by delivering written
instructions to the Trustee or by executing and delivering a Form of Proxy to the

Specified Office of the Trustee, in either case until48 hours before the time fixed for
the Meeting. The notice shall be given in accordance with Condition 14.

Chairman
An individual (who may, but need not, be a Bondholder) nominated in writing by the

Trustee may take the chair at any Meeting but, if no such nomination is made or if the

individual nominated is not present within 15 minutes after the time fixed for the

Meeting, those present shall elect one of themselves to take the chair failing which,

the Issuer may appoint a Chairman. The Chairman of an adjoumed Meeting need not

be the same person as was the Chairman of the original Meeting.

Quorum
The quorum at any Meeting shall be at least two Voters representing or holding not

less than the Relevant Fraction of the aggregate principal amount of the outstanding

Bonds.

8.

9.

10. Adjoumment forwant of quorum
If within 15 minutes after the time fixed for any Meeting a quorum is not present,

then:

in the case of a Meeting requested by Bondholders, it shall be dissolved; and

in the case of any other Meeting (unless the Issuer and the Trustee otherwise

agree), it shall be adjourned for such period (which shall be not less than 14

days and not more than 42 days) and to such place as the Chairman determines

(with the approval of the Trustee);provided, however, that:

(i) the Meeting shall be dissolved if the Issuer and the Trustee together so

decide; and

(ii) no Meeting may be adjourned more than once for want of a quonrm.

(a)

(b)
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11. Adjourned Meeting
The Chairman may, with the consent of, and shall if directed by, any Meeting adjourn
such Meeting from time to time and from place to place, but no business shall be

transacted at any adjourned Meeting except business which might laurfrrlly have been

transacted at the Meeting from which the adjournment took place.

12. Notice following adjournment
Paragraph 5 (Nottce) shall apply to any Meeting which is to be resumed after

adjoumment for want of a quorum save that:

l0 days'notice (exclusive of the day on which the notice is given and of the

day on which the Meeting is to be resumed) shall be suffrcient; and

the notice shall specifically set out the quonrm requirements which will apply

when the Meeting resumes.

It shall not be necessary to give notice of the resumption of a Meeting which has been

adjourned for any other reason.

13. Participation
The following may attend and speak at a Meeting:

(a)

(b)

(c) Voters;

representatives of the Issuer and the Trustee;

the financial advisers of the Issuer and the Trustee;

the legal counsel to the Issuer and the Trustee and such advisers; and

any other person approved by the Meeting or the Trustee.

14. Voting Rights
Neither the Issuer nor any of its Affiliates shall be entitled to vote in respect of the

Bonds beneficially owned by or on behalf of them, but this shall not prevent any proxy

or any representative from being a director, offrcer or representative of, or otherwise

connected with the Issuer or any of its Affiliates.

15. Showofhands
Every question submitted to a Meeting shall be decided in the first instance by a show

of hands. Unless a poll is validly demanded before or at the time that the result is

declared, the Chairman's declaration that on a show of hands a resolution has been

passed, passed by a particular majority, rejected or rejected by a particular majority

shall be conclusive, without proof of the number of votes cast for, or against, the

Brig Gen psc(Re[)
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resolution. Where there is only one Voter, this paragraph shall not apply and the
resolution will immediately be decided by means of a poll.

16. PoII

A demand for a poll shall be valid if it is made by the Chairman, the Issuer, the Trustee
or one or more Voters representing or holding not less than one fiftieth of the
aggregate principal amount of the outstanding Bonds. The poll may be taken
immediately or after such adjoumment as the Chairman directs, but any poll
demanded on the election ofthe Chairman or on any question of adjournment shall be

taken at the Meeting without adjoumment. A valid demand for a poll shall not prevent
the continuation of the relevant Meeting for any other business as the Chairman
directs.

17, Votes

Every Voter shall have:

on a show ofhands, one vote; and

on a poll, one vote in respect of each BDT 1,00,000 in aggregate face amount

of the outstanding Bond(s) represented or held by him.

Unless the terms of any Block Voting Instuction state otherwise, a Voter shall not be

obliged to exercise all the votes to which he is entitled or to cast all the votes which

he exercises in the same way. In the case of a voting tie the Chairman shall have a

casting vote.

18. Validity of Votes by Proxies

Any vote by a Proxy in accordance with the relevant Block Voting Instruction or Form

of Proxy shall be valid even if such Block Voting Instruction or Form of Proxy or any

instruction pursuant to which it was given has been amended or revoked, provided

that the Trustee has not been notified in writing of such amendment or revocation by

the time which is 24 horus before the time fixed for the relevant Meeting. Unless

revoked, any appointment of a Proxy under a Block Voting Instruction or Form of
Proxy in relation to a Meeting shall remain in force in relation to any resumption of
such Meeting following an adjoumment; provided, however, that no such

appointnent of a Proxy in relation to a Meeting originally convened which has been

adjourned for want of a quorum shall remain in force in relation to such Meeting when

it is resumed. Any person appointed to vote at such a Meeting must be re-appointed

under a Block Voting Instruction or Form of Proxy to vote at the Meeting when it is
resumed.

(Re6)
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19. Powers

A Meeting shall have power (exercisable only by Extraordinary Resolution), without
prejudice to any other powers conferred on it or any other person:

(a) to approve any proposal by the Issuer for any modification, abrogation,

variation or compromise of any provisions of this Trust Deed or the

Conditions or any arrangement in respect of the obligations of the Issuer

under or in respect of the Bonds;

to approve the substitution of any person for the Issuer (or any previous

substitute) as principal obligor under the Bonds;

to waive any breach or authorise any proposed breach by the Issuer of its
obligations under or in respect of this Trust Deed or the Bonds or any act or

omission which might otherwise constitute an Event of Default under the

Bonds;

to remove any Trustee;

to approve the appointrnent of a new Trustee;

to authorise the Trustee (subject to its being indemnified and/or secured to its

satisfaction) or any other person to execute all documents and do all things

necessary to give effect to any Extraordinary Resolution;

(g) to discharge or exonerate the Trustee from any liability in respect of any act

or omission for which it may become responsible under this Trust Deed or

the Bonds;

to give any other authorisation or approval which under this Trust Deed or

the Bonds is required to be given by Extraordinary Resolution; and

to appoint any persons as a committee to represent the interests of the

Bondholders and to confer upon such committee any powers which the

Bondholders could themselves exercise by Exftaordinary Resolution.

20, Extraordinary Resolution binds all holders

An Extraordinary Resolution shall be binding upon all Bondholders, whether or not

present at such Meeting, and each of the Bondholders shall be bound to give effect to

it accordingly. Notice of the result of every vote on an Extraordinary Resolution shall

be given to the Bondholders (with a copy to the Issuer and the Trustee) within 14 days

of the conclusion of the Meeting.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(D

(h)
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21. Minutes
Minutes of all resolutions and proceedings at each Meeting shall be made. The

Chairman shall sign the minutes, which shall be prima facie eidence of the
proceedings recorded therein. Unless and until the contary is proved, every such

Meeting in respect of the proceedings of which minutes have been summarised and

signed shall be deemed to have been duly convened and held and all resolutions

passed or proceedings transacted at it to have been duly passed and transacted.

22, Written Resolution
A Written Resolution shall take effect as if it were an Extraordinary Resolution.

23. tr'urtherregulations
Subject to all other provisions contained in this Trust Deed, the Trustee may without
the consent of the Issuer or the Bondholders prescribe such further regulations

regarding the holding of Meetings of Bondholders and attendance and voting at them

as the Trustee may in its sole discretion determine.
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SCIIEDTILE 3 X.oRM oF CoMPLIANCE Cnnlrncltr

Date

To: SENA KALYAN INSIJRANCE COMPAI\IY LIVIITED (the "Trustee") (on

behalf of the Bondholders)

The Undersigned hereby certiff that:

We are [two] Authorised Signatories of SOUTHEAST BANK LIMITED (the

"fssuer").

2. This certificate is given pursuant to [Condition 5 (I)] of the frust deed (as amended

and supplemented from time to time, the "Trust Deed") dated 20

made between the Issuer and the Trustee. Terms defined in the Trust Deed shall,

unless otherwise defined herein, bear the same meaning when used herein.

References to Clauses are references to clauses of the Trust Deed.

3. We have reviewed the provisions of the Trust Deed.

4. Up to _, 20- (the "Certified Date") the Issuer has complied with its
obligations under the Trust Deed.

As at the Certified Date, we confirm:

4.1 no Event of Default or Potential Event of Default or other matter which would affect

the Issuer's ability to perform its obligations under the Bonds and the Trust Deed

existed nor had existed prior thereto since the certified date in respect ofthe previous

compliance certificate provided to you dated 20-.;

Signed:

Authorised Signatory of the Issuer

Authorised Signatory of the Issuer
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SCHEDULE 4

T.EATURES OX'THE BOND

Bds

Sona (atRn
B

Name of the fnstrument SOUTIIEAST Bank X'loating Rate SthNon-
Convertible Subordinated Bonds

Issue Type 5u BDT Floating Rate Non-Convertible Subordinated

Bond

Issuer Southeast Bank Limited

Nature of Instrument Unsecured

Objects of the Issue /
Details of the utilization
ofthe proceeds

Augmenting Tier - 2 Capital (as the term is defined in the

Basel III Guidelines of the Bangladesh Bank) and overall
Capital of the Issuer for strengthening its capital adequacy

and to comply with the capital adequacy requirements as

per Basel-III Capital Accord. The primary objective of
issuing the securities is to consider the proceeds as Tier 2
Capital ofthe Banktaking into consideration of regulatory

stipulation. This proceed would therefore increase the

Bank's capital and thus to enhance the lending scope to its

borrowers and ultimately facilitates the Bank to increase

its revenues/profitability on a sustained manner.

Type of Instrument Unsecured, non-convertible, with fixed maturity period

which will qualiff as Tier 2 Capital in the nature of
"Bond" as per Qualifying criteria as stated in Guidelines

on Risk Based Capital Adequacy-Revised Regulatory

Capital Framework for banks in line with Basel III. This

obligation is not insured by any deposit insurance scheme.

Mandated Lead Arranger Standard Chartered Bank (*SCB") and also referred to as

ttre'oMandated Lead Arranger" or the .'MLA"

Trustee Sena Kalyan Insurance Company Limited

Credit Rating Agency Emerging Credit Rating information and Services Limited

(ECRTSL)

Legal Advisor Lex Juris

X'ace Value Up to BDT 5,000 Million
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I)enomination Denomination of each lot of Bond is indicated at BDT
10,000,000 Face Value

Mode of Placement Private Placement 100%

Issue Price 100% at par

Tenure 7 years from the Issue Date

Principal Moratorium 02 (Two Years)

Expected Issue date December 2021 or any other mutually agreeable date

Status of Debt Subordinated Non-Convertible

X'orm Registered

Listing Unlisted

Security Unsecured

Credit Rating of the fssue Certificate issued by the Emerging Credit Rating Limited
certifying rating of "AA-B " for the Bonds to be issued by

Southeast Bank Limited which is valid till November 02,

2021.

Repayment Schedule 20o/o of the total bond value to be redeemed at the end of
each year starting from 3rd year and the repayment

schedule is depicted below:

Issue Size (BDT) 5,000,000,000.00

Years Repayment (BDT) Balance

End of I'Year 5,000,000,000.00

End of Year 5,000,000,000.00

End of Year l,ooo,000,00o.oo 4,800,000,000.00

End Year 1,000,000,000.00 3,600,000,000.00

End of Year 1,000,000,000.00 2,400,000,000.00

End of Year 1,000,000,000.00 1,200,000,000.00

Year 0End of 1,000,000,000.00

Bdg (Rod)
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Coupon Rate To be determined as a sum of Benchmark Rate & Margin;
However, during the tenor the yield [benchmark + margin]
will be floored at7.00o/o and capped at9.00Yo

Benchmark Rate Benchmark rate: The Benchmark rate shall be determined
by following method:

Average of most recent month's published fixed deposit
rates (6 months tenor) of all Private Commercial Banks
(excluding Islami banks and Foreign Banks). The issuer's

6 months tenor deposit rate to be considered at the time of
calculating the average. The published deposit rate to be

taken from Bangladesh Bank sources. This will be fixed
semi-annually.

The Benchmark rate will be fixed by the Trustee semi-

annually on ("Interest Reset Date') the immediately
preceding business day of the issuance and afterwards

semi-annually throughout the tenor of the bond. For

avoidance of doubt, the Benchmark Rate shall be

calculated by the Trustee and notified to the Issuer and all
Investors on every Interest Reset Date.

Margin 2.00%

Transfe rab ility/L iq uidity Freely transferable subject to the terms and conditions of
the Bond documents.

Prepayment,

Refunding,

f,'eatures

Call,
Conversion

Not applicable

Coupon Type Floating

Coupon/ Interest Repayment
Frequency /schedule

Semi-annually not later than 60 days from exprry of 6 (six)

months.

Penalty rate on delay

repayment (as fixed by the

Regulator)

2.00o/op.a. as an exta above the usual rate of return of the

bond will be paid to the bond holders as per rule 14 (l) (h)

of Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission

(Debt Securities) Rules 2021.

B,b pcc(Ro6)
E CEO

Comprny tld.
M

Sena fehnn
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Early Redemption No early redemption by the Issuer is allowed during the

tenor of the Bond.

Late Redemption Incremental charge at the rate of 2.00olo per annum payable

by the Issuer to the Bondholders above the amount to be

paid by the Issuer to the Bondholders on the Redemption

Date for failure of the Issuer to make payment to the

Bondholders on the Redemption Date.

Tax Feafures All payments made by the Issuer or under or in respect of
the Trust Deed or the Bonds will be subject to any present

or future ta>res, duties, assessments or governmental

charges of whatever nattue imposed, levied, collected,

withheld or assessed by or on behalf of Bangladesh or any

political suMivision thereof or any authority thereof or

therein having power to tax. The Issuer will not be

Obligated pay any additional amounts in respect of such

taxes, duties, assessments or govenrmental charges that

may from time to time be deducted or withheld from such

payments, but will provide or procure the provision of
original or authenticated tar receipts relating to any such

deductions or withholdings to Bondholders.

Documentation Customary Capital Market documentation including force

majeure, negative pledge, cross default and indemnity

provisions.

Conditions Precedent In form and substance satisfactory to the MLA including

without limitation: (i) due diligence having been

conducted and completed, (ii) documentation for

Financing and appropriate business description disclosure

in the offering circular, (iii) receipt by the MLA of
appropriate legal opinions from external counsel, (iv) the

Issuer having obtained all relevant approvals for

Financing.

Governing Law The Bonds are governed by and shall be construed in

accordance with the existing laws of Bangladesh. Any

dispute arising thereof shall be subject to the rules of
Arbitration

u
Sena KalYan
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Enforcement of Charges

over securities

At any time after the Bonds have become due and

repayable, the Trustee may, at its sole discretion and

without further notice in uriting, take such proceedings

against the Issuer as it may think fit to enforce repayment

of the Bonds and to enforce the provisions of the Trust

Deed, but it will not be botrnd to take any such proceedings

unless (a) it shall have been so directed by an

Extraordinary Resolution of the Bondholders and (b) it
shall have been indemnified and/or secured to its
satisfaction. No Bondholder will be entitled to proceed

directly against the Issuer unless the Trustee, having

become bound to do so, fails to do so within a reasonable

period and such failure shall be continuing.

Btig (Rsu)
&

Sena Kalyrn Company l,S.
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